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I 1n 10 U.S. Men Is ·Homosexual 5 UNM Students
Christian Science

(Continued From Page 1)
their horrible shame as they slink
into a dress shop, whisper their
needs to a sales lady, and try on
the dresses hidden in dressing
rooms. I added snide remarks and
raised eyebrows. One problemno such problem: most middle
and higher priced boutiques are
very used to and dependent upon
the "queen'' trade. Consequently,
politeness and openness reign,
A queen is a homosexual who
prefers dressing and acting the
female role. There are three different kinds: drag queens, who
"flip" between playing a male
role in men's clothing and a female role in women's dress (when
a person is wearing women's
clothing, he is said to be "in
drag"); flame queens, who wear
women's makeup, eyelashes, and
hair-do even when dressed in
men's clothing; and closet queens,
who masquerade as heterosexual
males with al !their acquaintances, prefez·ing to pursue their
homosexual lives with strangers,
often in another city.
Prizes A warded
Each year a large, well-known

WANT ADS

qLASSIFlED ADYERTISING RATES:
4 !me ad., 65¢-4 hmes, $2,00. Insertions

must be submitted by noon on day before

publication to Room 159, Student Publications Building, or telephone 277-4002 or
277-4102.
SERVICES
TYPEWRITER storage during the
mer. Insured and bonded. Also typewriter sales & service. aU makes with
20% <:fiseount with this ad, Free pickup
& dehvery. E I< E Typewriter Service
2217 Coal SE. Phone 243-0588.
'
HELP WANTED
GIRLS over ~8 ~vanted to demonstrate
New . Cosmehe hne: Complete training.
Partt1me or full bme income will de..
Pend on ,You. Call Mr. Telles 3-7 p.m.
for appomtment, Monday thru Friday..
Phone 255-0413. 7/U-8/4.
TEACHERS wanted, Southwest entire
\Veat_ and Alaska. Salaries 15400 Qp. Fret:
rcgistTattan. Southwest 'I'eachera Acen·
cy, 1303 Central Ave. NE.
FULL TIME PART TIME
Girls over 18 for New Line: New Train~ng: Extra high pay: Can be supervisor
10 2 months. Minimum pay $100 per
montb. Call: D'Amico Enterprises' 265

•um·

4541. 7/7-8/4.

•

•

FOR SALE
BSA MOTORCYCLE 350 cc 1965 Model
B-40• . SS. 90. In perfect condition. Cali
255-8436 after 5 p.m. 7/28, 8/4.
'58 CHEVROLET. Standard OD w/Hurol
28iJ VB. Tudor. Excellent gu and oil
mileage. Sharp, Call 242-0267 after 9 :30
P.m.
weekdays,
242-0881
Sunda)'ll
7/21, 28.

•

3 BEDROOM, H~ bath, Brick contempo.

rarr. Located on Netherwood Park near
U'!•verslty, 51h'h FHA loan. Luxury
neu<hborhood. 263G Morrow NE Phone
255-1082.

•

H<:JUSE for Bale by owner. Small equity
m 3 bd rm pitched root Roberoon. Cardrsped, covered patio.
cpeloset,_ completely
to uhools ol: •hopping See t
11208 Arvada NE or call M. ·D. Brs~
ohaw, 277-4704 or 298-7092.
1966 2-dr. Volvo. Excellent condition All
FM radio. Call 277-2214 or 242·f354: 7/lt

Washington hotel is the site fot• in the armed forces where some
the "Ac11demy Awl!rds," when said they had discovered their
hundreds.. of homosexuals expert- homosexuality, It could very well
ly make themselves up to resem- be that the army's segregated (by
ble movie stars. The community sex) life and authoritarianism
showed me many pictures of the help these fellows "discover"
last one. It was hard to imagine homosexuality.
that the tall, thin Negro male
I asked every homosexual I
sitting next to me on the couch talked with whether he considerhad so altered his appearance at ed himself 11 hippie, what he
the Awards that I had exclaimed thought of hippies, and whether
"Lena Horne?'' before I was cor- hippies were homosexuals of a
rected.
new order.
Such a very formal affair is
Hippies Not Homosexuals
"high drag." "Medium drag" preThe
were surprisingly
vails at luncheons and cocktail similar:answers
hippies reflect the culparties, where the women's busi- ·mination of a modern rejection of
ness suit and cocktail dress are in a dependency on sexual role-playorder. "Low drag" involves the
ing. Consequently, virile, heterocasualness of slacks, skirts, no sexual
men actually prefer to
makeup, etc.
wear their hair long and to wear
Changing one's sex is a very
complex and frightening thing- gay clothes. But they do not, as
even for a homosexual. For a a group, alter their sexual roles
still prefer women, and
man to lose his penis and develop -men
vice versa.
female accoutrements, when all
LSD and marijuana are as
his sexual pleasure and drives
are
as popular among homosexhave centered around his penisuals
as among hippies, probably
when his very personality and
because
both groups are intensely
identity ond beauty have been decreative,
having let go of outveloped as a man over a quarter
moded
taboos
and accepted new
of a century or more-is a major,
pursuits.
Most
homosexuals I
not lightly taken step. Consequtalked
to
disliked
hippies' habitently very few homosexuals ever
ual
poverty,
uncleanliness,
tribalalter their sex.
ism, and mysticism.
Liaisons Temporary
Police Cause Problems
There are about fifteen Wash"Hustlers"
are homosexuals
ington "gay" bars. The mecca for
their bodies to
who
will
offer
homosexual activity, curiously
other
men
for
money.
Entrapenough, is the same area in which
ment
and
violence
dog
their
footservicemen and travelers gather
steps.
Several
mentioned
run-ins
-13th Street and New York
Avenue, N.W. There are three gay with the police in which their civil
liberties were completely disrebars in a block there.
garded.
Several members, almost
Denizens of the area have a
always
in
drag, claimed to have
very logical explanation of why
been
picked
up by policemen in
that area is the all-night meeting
cars,
driven to secluded
squad
ground for homosexuals, travels~ots,
and
forced
into having sex
ers, and servicemen. HomosexWJth
them.
They
mentioned by
uals thrive on numerous social
name
five
Washington
policemen
contacts, and accept the fact that
they
say
are
homosexuals.
who
most liaisons are by their nature
temporary; travelers seek out One theorized that the same facf~iendly (and at home often for- · tors mentioned above exist in
the army and the police
btdden) companionship of a tem- both
force.
pora.ry and anonymous nature;
Homosexuals, like any minority
serv1cemen, because of their pentgroup,
have massive legal prob~P sexual needs and segregated
lems
to
overcome in a. society
hves, have learned that other
to enforce restrictive
which
tends
men can gratify these needs.
legislation on those whom it fears
50 Per Cent Are Catholic
or dislikes. The Mattachine SoTw? interesting facts add. light ciety was formed to educate the
to this phenomenon: it is estim- public about homosexuality and
ated by at least one sociologist to protect homosexuals' civil
that nearly fifty per cent of the
country's . homosexuals are (or
were) Roman Catholics, whose
strong emphasis on segregated
(by sex) e~ucation, sexual guilt
(masturbatJ.on,
contraception,
h?mosexuahty are all considered
sms), and authoritarianism would
explain this fact.
Also a surprising number
(again nearly half) have served

rights. They liken their organization to the· NAACP, Dr. Frank
Kameny, its president, had very
few complaints about police
harassment. He pointed out
Miami and Los Angeles as. cities
where policemen were unfair to
homosexuals.
Preference or Disease?
Of course, it will never be on a
par with heterosexuality in the
public's mind until homosexuals
decide whether their condition is
a preference rather than a disease. Most answers to this question were ambiguous: "Of course
it's a preference..•. I never got
along with my father. I was very
close to my mother." But that
sounds like neither preference nor
disease. That sounds like overcompensation for a childhood
vacuum.
At any rate, I no longer feel
quite so smug about my knowledge of and disdain for homosexuality, Do you 7

~:J~:8~;-r 7J2~?~,~·

FURNISHED hotllle !or rent. Two bd
rms. &: basement. Separate dinln '
~~~ 06~"Waif;'1;n":'t: Call 268-4413 ..~
LOOK-VISIT-INSPECT "THE COLLEGE
lNN" (ofr the flnest in student hOllBing
Roo
• mhs o _ luxury, t!entral air.. oondition~
mg, ., eated POOl. See "THE COLLEGE
INN 303 Ash N'.E. Phone 243-2881.
PERSONALS
Call DAVID BALL lol' an t
rt
~Ports Car. IMPORTS LTD 3ffi~ or
•ng SE. 265-6048. 7/21, 28: sic.
:vom:~:=-~~
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TOYS from

OldTown
Indian
Trading Post
The
United
Nations
Center

The eldest lndion Shop an the plaza
Lacated between La Placito and
La Hacienda Restaurants
We deal only in seloct

Indian Crafts

242-6044

Contemporary
Southwestern
Crafts-ImportsObjects of Virtu

...

J.osephine Shasky

Sates of Spain

I

rI·

'>

I

Spanish and Mexican
Wrought Iron and Gifts

i

102 Romero

II

J~J4
INDIAN ARTS
and

~

PAwN
2014 5, Plaza NW

The Most
Complete Line
of
Mexican Goods
in Qldtown

Shifts, Tenis,
Square Dance Dresses

Emily Ann
Originals
Shop #2-La Hacienda Patio

Picnic Time

2004 S. Plaza NW

GIFTS- ET AL
Modern-Traditional

Save money with

FARMERS

only $4.50 for a full school year.
.t

.. ·

.......-.

Central at Rio Grande NW

Ill ...

LOBO SUBSCRIPTION RATES
.,

.·

ROBObASH

Take Part of if with you.
Keep tabs on:
Athletic Events- Special Events
The Faculty- The Latest Crisis
The Left- The Middle- The Right
Letters- Features- Columns

v ~

-· ......-
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OLD TOWN PLAZA

Stag ill gour ear

leaving UNM?

' ,,

No.1

Remember the Arts & Crafts Fair Aug. 4-6th

Plaza
Primo rosa

h•• underneath, too?)

265-8571, eveninp
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BUDGET
OUT OF
HAND?

Undercover
Agent!

.Our Seventy-first Year of Editorial freedom

Five members of the UNM
Christian Science Organization
and their faculty advisor, Prof.
K. T. Feldman, will be among
5000 college students attending
a conference at the Christian Science Church headquarters in Boston this month.
The student conferences, which
were first held 12 years ago, have
attracted Christian Science students from more than 887 colleges
and universities and 36 nations.
One of the objectives of the conference is the exploration of the
relevance of Christian insight as
a radical healing force in the
whole range of human experience. The group will discuss the
"new morality," birth control, the
."death of God" theology, the problems of emerging nations, world
peace, and other topics,

.,;....,;..,..

FORREN'l
CAIRO-NORRIS Realty rents.
S~~~A~: Furnished on~roo.;. ellicieney
u~d1tJes •ncluded with bath and nneY
kll,!=hen, all for 155 including uti!iti.,
Private entrance..
•
EFFICIENCY apartments, 1 block w.,t
oSor UNJI!, $?9.50 to 185, all utilities paid.
me With !mprovements. FurnJshed off.
street SJarkmg.
'

To Attend Meet

'

'

AUTO INSURANCE
Paper Plate Holders

Be assured of modern.
broad for~ coverage and
fast, fair, friendly service'
while you save!

#S Hacienda Plaza

100's of Basket Items
for Picnic Use

FARMERs&
INSURANCE GROUP

:.::a,

Fo1· in/ol·mation·cal'

CtAUDE R. SCOTT
AGENT
2214 CENTRAL S.E.
243-7383

'

"

Picnic Baskets
Bread Baskets

i ..

., 'I

t

.

~

•

Makers of
HandMade
Indian Jewelry
-old

PLUS SUPPORTING ACT TO BE ANNOUNCED

SAT., OCTOBER 14
AFTER THE BALL GAME

UNIVERSITY
ARENA

Two Locations
Old Town Plaza
842-8022

5318 Menaul NE
'"

.265-5951, ": .

TICICITS QN 5.\U. AT

JOHNSON GYM TICKET OFFICE ,_
· '·~ Pre..nt•d

REIDUNG'S

"1: Yl f1 ~! ~1,\ECOMJNG: COMM11'111

f

"
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Homecoming Oct.14

Tijuana Brass Will Play l-lere
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By BOB STOREY
Herb Alpert and his Tijuana
Brass, creators of one of the fastes.t rising soul!-ds in the country,
Will be the mam attraction at the
UNM Homecoming this year.
Alpert and his six-man band
will play to students, alumni, and
, townspeople Saturday, Oct, 14, at
9:30p.m. in the UNM Arena. His
concert will begin immediately
after the UNM-Arizona State
football game,
Herb's distinctive blend of dual
trumpet mixed with a mellow
guitar and swinging rhythm
turns out a happy sound enjoyed
by each of its million listeners.
"Bull" Stormed U.S.
The group's first hit was the
"Lonely Bull" which stormed the
country with a new mariachi
band effect. Other h i t s like
"Whipped C rea m," "Tijuana
Taxi," "Zorba the ·Greek,'' Spanish Flea," "What Now My Love,"

BOOKS
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;abo:rt t.!le st"-..d.::-...!1ts' re&eti:;~ t.:~
t.be <e!'ie::tatl::;:: ~:rogl'a!:l .a::t:l the
l:ci.-ersity 1tse1!..
T"m e.roerirne!ltal! nk:l made at
registration .~ year was used
~th a great deal of success, altb!iagh .Romero .said more footage
~ouid be taken this week to give:
student& a better idea of how
registration works.
"The best idea. I'v-e heard yet
is H·at Etadents be giv-en tmee
ho;;.n' eredit f~Jr gomg il:lrough
~ti.o~" he ·.Ud.
~ t.o bs 1;he
f:rer:tmerts biggest :fez.r, he said.
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A card requmng students to
name their ethnic classification
has been dropped from the registration process due to protests by
the Regents of UNM.
The decision to eliminate the
card was made at an Aug. 26 Regent meeting, and will be followed
up at the Sept. 24 meeting.
The ethnic classification is re. quired by the U.S. Department of
" Health, Education, and Welfare
(HEW) from all higher education
institutions receiving federal aid.
Chairman of · the Regents
Thomas Roberts expressed resentment about the structure of the
· questionnaire and added that "this
is an amazing thing to be confronted with."
The card originally asked students to classify themselves as
"American Indian," "Negro,"
"Oriental," "White," "SpanishAmerican," or "Other."
When the Regents objected to
these classifications on behalf of
students, HEW said that another
classification could be used: ''Negro," "White," and "Other" (including Spanish-American, American Indian, and Oriental).
The Regents expressed greater
dissatisfaction with the latter
structure and chairman Thomas
Roberts commented that he would
rather distribute cards to students

Y-Neek Pullover
Fuii.Fashbn
Sodclle~
iound 01so mCrew~
by~

(lobo) Men•sshop
2120 Ce!mal s.e.

''"'We h~ .tbzt wht ;we lli"e:re &1:Ue
~ grre them today ....s:l help them
~"he aid.

2C3-695(

Rattan

Baskets

53 I 8 Menaul NE
265-5951

,.

~
);

•
~

I ,

A famous psychiatrist vividly describes. his ex·
periences in Dachau nnd Auschwitz and his formulation of an existential psychotherapy bnscd on
a dynamic and humanjstic view or modern. man.
"A gem o! dramatic narr~tive, focused upon the
deepest of human problems , •• a compelling in·
traduction to the most significant psychological
movement of our day. H-Gordon Allport. Harvard
University
a WASHINGTON SQUARE PRESS paperback
W642

60¢

Washington Square Press Is also pleased to announce
the publication of the selected papers at Viktor E. Frankl:

PSYCHOTHERAPY AND EXISTENTIALISM
"Frankl expresses m an illuminating manner that which is properly
understood as the existential qllestlon.''-Gobriel Marcel

242-9940 - 242·9230
Student prices on corsages

Sales&
Service
All Makes
Bicycles

asking if they felt that they bad
been discriminated against.
Regent Arturo Ortega added
that many problems would arise
with students who could not accurately classify themselves in
any single category.
UNM President Tom L. Popejoy
said that "Health, Education and
Welfare was at first adamant
but a method is presently being
worked out through my office to
provide them with the necessary
statistics. The findings will be
presented to the Regents for their
approval at the next meeting on
Sept. 24.''

Phone
256-9190

OLYMPIC CYCLES
1031 SAN MATEO SE
ALBUQUERQUE
N. M.
SALES
. & SERVICE
PEUGEOT
ROLLFAST
STEYR-PUCH
RALEIGH
STELBER
MTD

KLEPPER FOLDAWAY BOATS-SINCE 1908
West Germany's Kayak-Sailing Specialists

HAS ABSOLUTELY FABULOUS

Shirts
Skirts
Sweaters

Knits
Date Dresses

Coats
Slacks
*Note:

Bermudas

Junior Junction

does not provide

Try-Outs for Talent
To Be Held Sept. 23

Two Locations

Man's Search for Meaning

649 Coors Blvd. S.W.

UNM fraternities are currently
conducting a week-long campaign
for new members with bid distribution scheduled from 1 to 3 p.m.
Saturday, Sept. 16.
Inter-Fraternity Council president, Dave Phillips is in charge,
and Bill Ross is rush chairman.
Men's organizations include Alpha Epsilon Pi, Delta Kappa Alpha, Lambda Chi Alpha, Phi Delta
Theta, Phi Gama Delta, Phi S!gma Kappa, Pi Kappa Alpha, Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Sigma Chi and
Sigma Phi Epsilon. There are four
listed as colonies, Alpha Tau
Omega, Alpha Kappa Lambda!
Delta Sigma Phi and Omega Ps1
Phi.

Haske
Shop

-Los Angeles Times

VIKTOR E. FRANKL

COORS FLORAL
SHOP

Greek leaders Hold
U. Fraternity Rush

!I

book should be that one."

shows I've ever been forced to
watch," said one dedicated nontelevision watcher after taking
the show in.
Herb's music varies from the
haunting, mellow sound of it}le
"Lonely Bull" to the foot-tapping,
heart-skipping tune of the "Tijuana Taxi.''
Tickets for the Herb Alpert
concert may be purchased at the
Union ticket office and Reidling
Music Company. Student tickets
are $5, $4, $3 and 2, Public tickets are $6, $5, $4, and $3.

Regents Protest
Ethnic Grouping

I

", .. if you read but one book this year, Dr. Frankl's

Handbags

Culloftes

Belts. Slips

eligible young

Pantsuits•

men •••

HaTs

We just can't

Two auditions are scheduled :for
all-University talent on Sept. 23,
both in Room M·17, the Choral
Room o£ the Fine Arts Center
from 3 to 5 p.m. !.lnd from 7 to
10:30 p.m.
d
An aecompanist will be on han
but studiilits trying out are urged
to bring their own. Instru'!lentalists and singers, especmlly
those of folk·. tunes, pop tunes,
Dixieland and Broadway..show
melodies, are urged to participate.

Panties. Bras. P.J•s

Umbrellas. Shoes

have you depending
on us for
Everything.

2937 MONTI VISTA BLVD., N.E.
~
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By BOB STOREY

The majority of the delegates
to this summer's National Student
Association Congress did not support the controversial resolution
supporting black power.
That's what UNM's Associated
Students President John Thorson
believes after reviewing the resolution which supports black power "and any means neces.sar}T to
see' it.s end."
Delegates Opposed
''I don't think most of the delegates supported that "any means
necessary'' cls!llle," Thorson said.
"We were all sympathetie to sapporting the Negroes' eau...«e, hut
we were not in :f:a;-cr ci them doing anything to acll.!e..-e it.''
"Tee Irlght t!le bl:ii.'k power
l"ES~:nt:~n c:sn:-e uu t!:e c-.m:gress

..-.:,:e:! cl:e

"any n:e~s r:E-~::;sary"

~ac_~

c':it o:.f ·U:e res.cluti:o:l on a
rcl!l-ea.l.l ..-~~." TI::orsc.n Slid.
7Ze J?-~u_~ supporters we:re
ah!e ro get a:ough support to ask
for ra~deration. Cnder the
Congress bylaws there had tn be
a twc-hour -wait before reconsideration, Thorson said.
•
Quick Vote Taken
- "They adjourned the session
before the two hours were up and
then voted on the clause the first
thing the next morning," he said.
"biost of the delegates were still
getting ready or on their way to
the session when the vote was
taken."
The split-session tactic is often
used to pass controversial legislation in the Congress, Thorson
said.
"I was impressed with the
strong support given to a proposal that student governments
detach themselves from any connection with the University,"
Thorson said.
Supporters of this legislation
were so veh em en t that they
wanted to throw NSA affiliates
,·A1t of the organization if they
didn't end their connections with
their administrations by next
February, he said.
"These people wanted to set
up the same type of students'
union that exista in Latin America," Thorson aaid. "They wanted
to act as bargaining agents for
the students against the university."
Not Needed Here
Thorson said that although this
type. of legislation was defeated
he was surprised at how much
llUpport existed.
"We don't need to have that
kind of sylltem here at UNM,"
he Pid. "I'm confident and thankful that our relations with the
faculty and administration have

not become so bad that we can't
work with them."
The first thing to hit the NSA
congress was the president's repol;t on the CIA crisis that shook
the organization early this year.
Delegates looking :for a :full explanation of the CIA-NSA tie
were divided into two groups,
those who wanted to drag out
the issue and force a cleansing
and purging, and those who just
wanted to forget it and try to
start over, Thorson reported.
Report "Shocking"
"Fortunately those who wanted
to forget and start oYer won out,"
he said.
Even so, the report of Eugene
Groves, NSA president, is a
::;b~ and tragic drama of the
XSA's fight to rid itself of the
CL~ taint. Groves's report reads
like .a dime mystery novel, complete with international espionage, hurried meetings in back
:rooms, and constant :fear of reprisal from the CIA.
Groves describes the fate of
Richard Starnes, NSA's international vice-president, a Phi Beta
Kappa from Stan:ford, and a diplomatic hopeful. He got a call in
the middle of the night from a
voice saying that he was no longer eligible for government service.
Domestic Programs Stressed
The congress adopted a new
plan to try to build a new image
by concentrating on domestic
problems rather than international affairs, the Collegiate
Press Service repol·ted last week.
The new NSA ·president, Ed
Schwartz, has promised to expand the educational reforms
undertaken by NSA, it said.
The delegates at the congress
demanded action instead of words,
CPS continued.
Schwartz was one of the
strongest supporters of the students' union organization. However he predicted that it would be
at least 10 years before the students' union approach becomes
accepted in the nation, CPS said.
Anti·Draft Stand
The congress made a stronger
stand against the draft and voted
to organize a more efficient
means of fighting it. A resolution
con<loning and offering support;
to those who go to Canada as a
means of avoiding the draft was
defeated, however.
Abolish Rules
NSA responded to .this summer's riots in Detroit and Newark by calling for federal aid to
abolish ghettos through low-cost
housing and education and recreation opportunities, the CPS
report said.

NSA continued its anti-administration stand by calling for
abolishment of all non-academic
regulations, The student group
wants more voice in establishing
rules which affect students.
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The Exiles and
the Revolution

;

By NELSON P. VALDES
Aeschylus wrote once that he
knew how men in exile :feed. on
dreams. We could say the same
thing of the Cuban exiles today.
We have become victims of our
own wishful thinking, and we
have lost touch with reality. Our
closed minds have made us be~
lieve that we had incontrovertible
truths, and we became faithful
followers of wrong ideas. We
have become fanatic and intolerant. We do not allow anyone to
challenge these dreams.
Our ideas have been a mere re·
flection of United States polic~
and we have lost our own iden·
tity. As a result we have not been
able to communicate with the
Cubans in Cuba. We have not lib·
erated our country because we
have been wrong either in our
premises or in our strategy, and
we do not want to reappraise
either one. We want to keep repeating the same mistakes, and it
is too difficult to think anew. Today the United States has no real
policy toward Cuba but neither
do we.

• • •

We find ourselves at an impasse resulting in conformism,
desperation, apathy, and indifference. We have failed in achieving
our goal, and today we merely
live doubtful and confused lives.
We feel powerless, and as a re·
suit our involvement has de·
creased. Today all our hopes are
put on those inside Cuba since
thev are the ones whD are sunposed to overthrow Castro. Can
the people revolt against a totalitarian machinery? Historically
this has not been so.
The Hungarian revolt was a
result of the "thaw"-that is, it
was directly related to the deStalinization process that was
taking place in Eastern Europe.
People do not revolt when they
are completely regimented or
when they are dehumanized by
terror. It is only when regimenta-

tion decreases, when there is
more liberalization that any re·
volt is possible.
What can we Cuban exiles do
to :foster a liberalizing process in
the Cuban revolution"!

* • •

The answer to this question is
closely related to the United
States position toward Cuba.
From 1959 to the present the
American position has gone :from
an attitude of wait and see, to an
attitude of open conflict, and to
one of de facto limited coexistence. It is only the fact that Cuba
is in this hemisphere that keeps
the United States from having
the same kind of relations that it
has with the nations of Eastern
Europe. There the United States
:follows a policy that strengthens
the national autonomy and the
domestic liberalization of those
states. In Cuba the policy is different. There "Communism is not
negotiable.''
We believe that it is time for
the United States to revise its
policy. It is a fact that exiles are
not allowed to take any action
against Castro. It is a fact that
the United States has no plans
regarding Cuba. Either the United States must allow thr. Cuban
exiles to do what they consider
necessary to remove Castro or
else the United States must seek
a way to develop domestic liberalization in Cuba.

• • •

We believe the United States
could create a liberal climate in
Cuba if she would trade with
Cuba. Let us be frank, the American economic blockade of Cuba
only hurts the Cuban people, and
it only gives the Caatro regime
an excuse for its failures. The
blockade also gives the government a reason for ita regimentation and the lack of democracy in
Cuba. There is no doubt that the
blockade makes it difticult for
Castro, but it is the Cuban people who pay.

We believe that for strategical
and humanitarian reasons the
United States should change its
policy. But the problem is how
can the United States make such
a change after so much friction?
The solution to this problem can
only be given by the Cuban exiles
themselves.

• • •

But first we should keep in
mind that the Cuban revolution
is in a transitional phase, It can
go into Stalinism, where the Cu.
ban people would find themselves
in a terrorized society, or it can
move into the liberal phase. At
the present time the leaders of
the revolution are talking of institutionalizing the revolution and
moving into liberalization, but
this has been merely promises.
Liberalization does not mean
complete democracy, but it is just
a more liberal state of aifairs.
We Cuban exiles could foster this
liberalization process if we were
to begin a dialogue on the Cuban
revolution. A dialogue does not
imply capitulation, but flexibility. Martin Buber sayll that a
dialogue "does not mean giving
up one's own principles and convictions or becoming indifferent
to truth, but it concems itself
with others, listening to them,
getting into touch with them to
benefit both parties."
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Newman Center to Offer
"Key Christian Ideas'' and
"Marriage and the Family" are
the two accredited courses planned by the UNM Aquinas Newman Center this seme11ter. Registration begins at the Center to·
day.
The courses are accredited by
UNM and the Univer&ity of Albuquerque.
Father James Barnett will
teach "Key Christian Ideas" on
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday
from 12:30 to 1:20 p.m. at the
Center. Father Thomas Flynn will
teach "Marriage and the Family"
on Tuesday and Thursday from
8 :30 to 9 :20 a.m.
The Center will also offel:' two
non-credit courses, one on "Iconography" taught by Sister Helen
O'Connor, which will survey the
systems governing imagery. The
class will meet on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday from 12:30
to 1:20 p.m. Sister O'Connor will
also teach a course in "Group
Dynamics" from 7 to 8 p.m. on
Wednesday.
Weekly discussions led by
Father Stephen Shimek on Tues.
day from 7:30 to 8:30 p.m. will
focus on "Bible Issues," Sister
Thomas Aquin will conduct a
"World Theology Dialogue" on

Thursday from 7:30 to 8:30 p.m.
This course wm meet for the first
time on Oct. 5. Sister Aquin will
also hold an inquiry class for
·prospective converts on Tuesday
:from 7 to 8 p.m.
"We see our accredited and
non-credit courses as a supplement to the student's enrichment
at the University. Religious in-

formation and formation are a
necessary dimension of the hu-

From Coast to Coast
the Leader in serving
the Insurance Needs

Courses
man person," Father Flynn said
recently.

Looks great..•
writes great•..
is great!

of College Men

and Women

Accro!s From Campus Central o& Girard
265-1669

Used Books for Sale
In Soccer field Tent

COMPLETE SHRIMP DINNERS 95¢ & up
CHICKEN SPECIALS2 PIECES OF CHICKEN 85¢

A temporary tent has been set
up on the soccer field north of
Johnson Gym for students wishing to sell used textbooks during
registration. Students may price
their own books, and the bookstore
owners will keep ten per cent of
the profit for operating expenses.
A group of UNM students have
opened the cooperative bookstore
in an attempt to offer a better
deal on used textbooks than that
offered by the Union Bookstore's
resale program.
The group will reopen its regular store at 18081h Central Ave.
NE next week.

EBERHARD FABER'S

NO BLOT® DESK SET
with your college emblem

3 PIECES OF CHICKEN $1.10

4 PIECES OF CHICKEN $1.35 & up

HAMBURGERS
and all Popular
Sandwiches

Two famous NOBLOT Baii·Point
Pens-one black, one red-set
in modern chrome holders on
deep-lustre black base.
Handsome, handy, perfect for
your desk.

EBERHARD FA

hodes
Coronado Center
-······~---~-·····~·-·---
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La Dolce Vita-byFranklacome

WIN THIS
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Noman,nottome!
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REGISTER FOR ... HIS" OR "HERS" YAMAHA 60"
NO PURCHASES NECESSARY
For "Hisn Register in our Men's Department
For Hers" Register in our Sportswear Department
Only a Licensed Driver is Eligible to Win .
Motorcycles on display at Rhodes are famous Yamahas from
Bobby J's Motorcycle Sales and Service
11
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(with emblem)
at college bookstore only

Pick up an Eberhard Faber TR 35® writer, too. With Perma·moistnl tip.
Writes with a thin, strong line every time! Black. blue, red, greeD. 49~.

BREAKFAST ALSO SERVED

• ••

We do not consider a dialogue
with the Castro regime a surrender to Communism but a move
that could bring about liberalization. A dialogue could find ..
grounds for compromise, and this
would allow for demands to be
made. It is through a dialogue '
and the demands arising from it"
that liberalization appears. It is
only through liberalization that
the people in Cuba would be able
to bring about their self-determination by evolution or revolu·
tion, and through liberalization
the possibility to act is opened
to the Cuban people.

2

11

-~~--~--------------
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Abortion Discussion Set

A panel discussion on abortion,
highlighted by a long-distance
telephone conversation with a
Cali:t'ornia pro:t'essor, will inaugurate the UNM Alert Center's TelaLecture :t'acilities this month.
The discussion will be broadcast
by the Union's public-address system, and microphones will be set
up to allow the audience to question the pane]. Representatives of
the UNM :t'aculty, administration,
and religious groups have agreed
to take part in the discussion,
which is scheduled for 3:30 p.m.
on Thursday, Sept. 28.
Dr. Garrett Hardin, a biology
professor at the University of
California and a supporter of
legalized abortion, will speak :t'or
15 minutes and will be available
:t'or questioning. Dr. Hardin has
lectured and written articles in
national publications explaining
his stand on abortion.
Prof. Joseph D. Hassett of the
UNM department of philosophy,
Richard Elliott of the Luther
House, and Father Kelly and
Father Shimek of the Newman
Center have agreed to be on the
panel. Representatives of the
UNM Law School and the School
o:t' Medecine will also be asked to
participate, an Alert Center representative said this week.
The Tele-Lecture-the newest
addition to the Alert Centerpermits students to arrange longdistance press conferences. Alert
Center representatives are contacting nationally known political
figures for future discussions, and
have scheduled other panels on
campus topics.
The Tele-Lecture costs the Associated Students $35 a month
plus fees for the long-distance
telephone calls. Student groups
can rent the equipment for their
own discussions.
The function of the Alert Center is "to keep the students up to
date on what is happening," Chuck
Noe, coordinator, said last week.
World, regional, and local news,
as well as sports, weather, busi-

NEW MEXICO LOBO

International Center Dream Becomes Reality

ness, marketing, and farm reports
The Alert Center also subscribes
are received on wire-service tele- to
about 90 newspapers and magatypes. The latest reports are post- zines.
ed on a bulletin board just inside
; Volunteer staffers are needed to
the north door of the Union. The elip and post news bulletins and
Center itself ia located just to the file periodicals, Noe said. Anyone
right of the Union's Music Listen- interested
working should coning Room at the northeast corner, tact him atiri the
Center.

By BOB STOREY
Joh'n Bakas's dr(lam and that
of a lot of other people came true
this summer-they got their International Center,
The Center will be open to both
foreign and American students.
It has been dreamed of for many
years, but John, with the help of
many friends, saw it become a
reality this aummer when the
University donated a house.

·C. Woodrow Wilson Pharmacy
3100 Central Ave. at .Richmond
C. Woodrow Wilson (Owner)

Men's & ladies' Toiletries
Weekdays 8 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Sundays 9 a.m. to I p.m. & 4 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Open most Holidays
Free Delivery
Dial 255.5581
One of Albuquerque's Oldest Reliable Rx Departments

GUITAR
COURSE

$1250

'

For the city/country life ... essential neo-classic
niceties in pure wools. Easy, young, very much with
the current scene, and scrupulously tailored by
John Myer. The skimmer, exquistely appliqued,
in wool flannel. $32.00

ED CURl'S

IUSIO
• Ages 8 to aor
• No m u a i a baclcoround
needed.
• PRIVATE INSTRUCTION.
• GUITAR-RENTAL-SALES

·individual attention.
• This course. gives you instruction baSic: to Classical, Folk and Pop Guitar

charge accounts invited
or convenient layaway

20 I Romero NW

298-2058
Dollliago U. N.E.

.

",'.

eign dignitaries visiting Albu.querque.
He emphasized that the Center
is open to all UNM students and

asked them to take advantage of
the Center and its services, to
meet foreign students on campus.
Foreign students from 70 na-

"Historic Old Town Plaza"
Dial243·7909

''ctti)
~I}

7:30 in Ballroom

AWS to Present
Pow-Wow Today

\

New women students will be
honored tonight at the traditional
Pow Wow sponsored by the UNM
Associated Women Students in
the Union Ballroom at 7:30 p.m.
New women students will be
welcomed by Beth Famariss,
president of AWS, and Suzanne
Aldrich, AWS new-student cool'dinator, Other speakers include
presidents of the three honoraries for women: Paula Kraemel'
of Spurs, Rusty Dlttbernel' of Las
Campanas, and :Rosalyn Mynatt
of Mortar Board.

Y\1~ want to do our port for the college scene, naturally, since
we re part of that scene. Start your year right-by opening an
account at the . University branch of the American Bank f
Cor:nmer~e. If you write less than 25 checks a month, ask abo~t
Thrr~check, the sensible way to handle a small account. large
dedtum .or small, we Want your business-next to the bookstore'
own. sta~rs at the New Mexico Union You'll hav
h '
.
..
ever you nee d tt-parttcularly
on Friday· afternoons/e money w en-

AMERICAN

Get flame-resistant Pomps. You can do all kinds of dr.corating
jobs with Pomps and do them better, easier, faster ••• and
more beautifully. Pomps are economical, too, and ready to use
•.. cut to the size you need and available in 17 beautiful colors
that are virtually colorfast when wet. Use them for indoor or
outdoor decorations. Ask your local librarian for the booklet
"Tips on How to Build Better Floats and Displays." If she
doesn't have it, tell her to write us for a copy.

, , , I'VVIU'MI•

~- ,..,.

The Crystal Tissue Company • Middletown, Ohio

eo--

asstc

No op! No pop! No jazz!

John Meyer clothes move
with the times but they're
always themselves. They're
classics in modern dress-done
with wit and wisdom ... subtlety
and eclat.
Intuitively, John Meyer
takes his cue from the tastes,
manners and personality of
the young women who wear
his clothes; neo~classic individ~
ualists who refuse to let clothes
or anything get in the way of
their individuality.
If you're a neo~classic and
an individualist, you should
see John Meyer's new Fall
niceties. They're now being
shown at discerning stores
everywhere.

JoHN MEYER.

oF NoJtYIIcll

COMMERCE
Tllird and Contra! Downtown

PHONE 247-1021

Union IUIIdinr, Unlvonity of Nt,. Mlxleo

••• featuring

Albuqutrqut sunport

JOHN MEYER
'
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of Norwich
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tions ar!l represented by this
year's enrollment, he said, referring to the Center as a miniature
United Nations.

So you're chairman
in charge of
building the float,
decorating the house,
dressing up the party ..•

THE PATIO, as well as the
rest, of UNM's new International Center at 1808 Las Lomas
NE is all but ready for the more
than 350 international students
expected to be at UNM this fall.
(Photo by Storey)

Located across from the Newman Center at 1808 Las Lomas
NE, the International Center is
designed to serve as a hub for
, social activities and a home for
foreign students and their friends.
The living room was refurnished by Modesta's Interiors after
John used some of the salesmanship he has been using on everyone else to get donations and help
from the store.
The Associated Students National and International Affairs
Committee was given $7000 last
year by Student Senate fol' the
International Center.
It has been repainted and remodeled to serve as a "crossroads" for more than 350 foreign
students at UNM. The Center
contains a reception room, office,
two classrooms, a kitchen, a bath,
and a new outdoor patio.
If any one asked where John
was this summer, the answer was
likely to be: "He's digging in his
back yard, cutting weeds, and
laying the foundation for the
brick patio.''
The "patio cafe" will serve
American coft'ee and beverages as
well as foreign drinks and foods.
The patio is covered with a colorful awning,
Classes in conversational languages are planned as well as
discussion sessions on international problems.

Tartan Sunday suit, the jacket lightly curved, the
skirt a pleasant modified "A". $45.00

FOR INFORMATION CALL • • •

KHFM llclg. 5900

Professor W. Warren Wagar
of the history department will
teach an informal course in world
government for interested students, And there are plans for a
resource center with books, magazines, and foreign publications,
The Center will also show foreign films on the patio and hold
receptions for foreign visitors.
Bakas said he would also try
to schedule appearances for for-

Now what?

SIX WEEKS"

• Classes begin week of
Sept, 18th • , • limited to
eight students each for ·
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T ut:oring Council Requires Aid
The Albuquerque
Tutoring privileged children, "shut-in"
Council, an organization devoted children and children in special
to helping underachievers find a education classes.
fresh incentive to continue formal
An orientation session for all
education, needs tutors, Campus UNM tutors will be held before
co-ordinatol' for the ATC is Sand- the program begins. Further inra Buss.
formation will be available at the
Established in the fall of 1964, schools to which tutors are asthe ATC ended the 66-67 school signed. Transportation will be
year with 835 volunteers helping provided.
over 1000 tutees. Over half of Serve 9 Schools
these tutors were from UNM. The
UNM tutors will serve in six
Council hopes to have 500 tutors elementary and three junior high
this year.
schools, most of them in the UNM
No Requirements Listed
area.
There are no specific requireParticipating are John Marshall,
ments for the tutors except the Lowell, Riverview, Eugene Field,
desire to help a fellow human be- Longfellow and San Ignacio eleing-usually a child-and a sin- mentary schools; Ernie Pyle, Lincere concern for the child's pro- coln and Washington junior highs.
gress. .
Interested students are asked
Volunteers are ·asked to give to contact Sandra Buss in the
one day a week for an hour (or NSA office, Room 251 in the Union
more if they wish) from October or call 277-4016 or 277-4406.
through April, under teachers'
Applications may also be picked
supervision. ATC serves under- up in the NSA office for the Tutor-

Homecoming
Queen
Applications for 1968 Homecoming Queen may be picked
up now in the Activities Center of the Union.
Under this year's rules
drafted by the Homecoming
committee each sorority and
women's dorm is entitled to
run one candidate. Independents may also run. If there are
more than five independent applications a screening committee will select candidates.
The deadline for application
for Homecoming Queen is
Sept. 19.

Listen to KUNM

90.1 Mcs.

ial Advisory Board, a 15-member
administrative board. Board mem-

SEE US AT THE
STATE FAIR
"1 BOOTH 22
· fiNDLiSTRfAL
. BUILDING

bers must have been a tutor' for
one semester.

;~.

OPEN 9:30-&:00- FRIDAY 9:30-8:00
SLACKS

.....

...

Solids

UP
MODIU

Checks

DISP:U"'

Quality·named
Sta·prest
traditionally·

•

·(RAFt &
··HOBBY

HOW CAN YOU DO "NBW MATH" PROBLBMS WITH AN "OLD MATH" MIND?

Found in
Blue, Navy,
Faded Blue,
Olive,

DISCOUNTS TO UNM
SlUDENTS & FACULTY

Louis Vrattos
Jewelers

Green

BROGUES
Black
Midnight Olive

bySERO
Career Club

fiATCHES- GIFTS
DIAMONDS

Stripes
Solids
Double Tattersall
Herringbone

~~BEE

Peanuts
Date-Book
Calendar

INSTRUCTION BOOKS
FEATHERS
CREPE
TISSUES
WIRE
STAMENS
MOLDS
DYES
LIQUID RESINS
COOKING CRYSTA~S
CANDLE HOLDERS
FIGURINES

Faded

&pert on ~wiss and
American WatChes

{lobo) Men•s Shop
2120 Central S.E.
243-6954

BOOKS

Petanuts
Pull-Overs
Peanuts Dolls

HOBBY KITS FOR HANDBAGS, ANGELS,
SANTA DUSTERS, ETC.
SWISS STRAW

A ''WELCOME BACK TO SCHOOL" GIFT FOR UNM STUDENTS

GLASS AND PLASTIC TEAR DROPS
BEADS BY THE FOOT

You're beginning another important year of preparing for life through education but you will be

rp;

Dept. of the First Baptist Church wants to help you with your spiritual education. We have a small gift
that you can use to further your spritual education.

1'-'

1•:
~,. I
1,... '
!,',

When you visit the College and Career Dept. on September 17th (at either 9:30 AM or 6:00 PM) you
will be given a copy of one of the following books.

YARN

CANDLE MOLDS
WICKING & SCENTS
PEARL PARCHMENT
SWISS STRAW FLOWER KITS
BURLAP ANGEL KIT
BURLAP CHRISTMAS TREE KIT
BURLAP THREE WISE MEN
DRAPED ANGEL KIT

only half prepared for life if you don't provide time for spiritual education. The College and Career

ANYTHING
YOU WISH
-YOU'LL FIND AT

'1,

IIATERIALS

SNEAKERS

styled

,

HEADQUARTERS

235 Colors 4 oz. Wool
75 Colors 4 oz. Orion
Coats & Clark, Red Heart
American Dawn & Majesty

"The Gospel According to Peanuts"
"World Aflame"

Complete Color Range in 2 oz. Orion WintuckMohcora, Mohspun, Antron/Wool and Rug Yam.
Every Size Needle Made. Knit or Crochet. Single,
Double, Circular or Jumper.

FREE

"None of These Diseases"

OJOD~ DIOS
Instruction Sheets
(Eyes of God)

Your God is Too Small"

11

HUNDREDS OF KNIT OR
CROCHET PAnERN BOOKS

(Your choice as long as the SUJ;~plies last}

:"'k.I!S!'an~~ ~.":.'........... 17C
~o::,~ ............ 99c
:..c;~~~~~~-~ ............. 67c

Bonus: You'll also receive a copy ot the 590 page book "Good News for Modern Man"
Food and Fellowship-College and career fellowship at 5:00pm Sept. 17-Church dining room. Come
for snack supper (only 25c) and stay for Training Union at 6:00 ptn

----------------------------

___ ..,. ___ _

FREE

-- ---- ------

Ojo de Dies Instruction Sheets
(Eyes of God)

'

Clip this coupon and bring to:
College and Career Dept.

NOB HILL

First Baptist Church

NEW

123 Broadway, S.E.

From Carolina Soap &Candle Co.

I am a student at the University of New Mexico and accept your gift of two books.
Name
ONE OF THE SOUTHWEST'S
FINEST SHOPPING CENTER~

----------~~--~------~-------------- Age

Reg. 9.95

Albuquerque Address - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - -

NOW 5.55

Jewel Tone BOUTIQUE BAG

54 fine S:foi'es to serve y011 bttter • .. .,
JpctefJ for fDiir conven..ienco • • • enh'anc.1 off l.auisiona, Indian
School Roocl and P•nnsylvania. Visit us- soon.
ill500 ,,.. patldl"'g

Phone No. - - - - - - - - - - - Classification - - - - - - - - - - -

••; :• •i

•

-

Offer good only on Sept. 17th when visiting the College and Career Dept. at either
' , r 1 ; i 9:30 AM or 6:00 PM.
r

.

'

CHUCK KLEINS

'

.
r

The Design Is Numbet.d. Th. Material• ore Numb.re.t-Jull
Match Tllem Upl It's tllat easy to mal!• this unique HANDBAG.
Practle~~l, 01 well os decorative, the BOUTIQUE HANDBAG Is

fashlaned af natural mallogany, walnut alalntcf
'sb:ei 11%" wldt, ii~ 1''high, 2~" deep
Chailse from 12 oth•r styles.and.patterrlt · · • • • • ... - - . . ., •.

Decorator Color
Soap Balls ·-·-···---·--·-··-----·--- 33c ea.
Scented 3 in. x 3 in.
Candles ---·--·-···-··---------------·-·---- 90c
OPEN 9:30- 6:00
Sachets&
Gift Packets --·-·------·---- 39c to $1.25: ·" ~ '1 ~ i ·; i · ~ ~ ~ r~I·· FRIDAY 9:30- 8·00
I

~----------------------------------~----~--------~~~--~--~~
.-

~

' • •.

"'

"'

w

~

..

i'

~
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'New Papers Seek Suspicion~ ·Editor Says
By CHUCK NOLAND
A main purpose of the new
wave of underground newspapers
ia to get people to evaluate for
themselves what they read, Paul
Krassner, editor of The Realist,
told delegates to t he United
States Student Press Association
(USSPA) congress in Minneapolis recently.
"We (the underground press in
general) want to make people as
auspicious of the daily press as
they should be of us," Krassner
told the delegates. "My purpose
~& to make people examine everything and decide for themselves
what is true," he said.
Stories Not Labeled
Krassner, editor of one of the
country's foremost underground
papers, said he refused to help
the reader out by labeling any of
The Realist's stories as reportage,
satire, or opinion. The Realist
often runs a story that is a complete fabrication and treats it as
a straight news story, or runs a
straight story written from an
angle so different that it comes
out sounding like a fabrication,
Krassner says.
"I'm not going to label an ar-

ticle as reportage or satire,"
Krassner said. "Those who don't
want to believe (what they read)
won't," he said;
"Changing Perceptions"
· Alan Katzman, editor of the
East Village Other in New York,
reinforced Krassner's statements:
''I want people to think about
what they read. You have to look
at it and examine it," he said.
The panel discU!!!lion on the
underground press was a highlight of the six-day USSPA congress, which brought together at
the University of Minnesota more
than 200 delegates from many of
the organization's 300-plus member papers.
Congress delegates attended
workshops and discussion group::;
on problems of newspaper production, coverage of news on and
off the campus, and current issues relevant to the student press.
Freedom Affirmed
In legislative action, the delegates affirmed their stand of last
year that campus newspapers
should be editorially and financially :free from administrative
or faculty control, and passed
resolutions stating that at schools

where an organ of outside control
(such as a· publications board)
exists, the body should: 1) consist· of a majority of students;
2) serve in an advisory capacity
only; and 3) allow the editor of
the paper to define his relationship with the body.
No Controls Exerted
These resolutions in effect
mean that USSPA feels that no
outside controls should be exerted
on the paper, but, recognizing
that many such situations do exist, attempt to give the individual editor the tools with which
to bargain for the best possible
working relationship he can persuade the supervisory body to
allow.
The resolutions also recommend that, once an editor has
been allowed to define his relationship to the supervisory agency, guidelines clearly outlining
that relationship be drawn up to
prevent the supervisor's usurpation of the editor's powers to
conduct the paper's editorial affairs freely.
Schools Censured
Two schools at which supervisors in the delegates' opinion

usurped the editor's powers were
censured by resolution of the congress. The first was Texas A &
:M: University, at which the board
of publications fired the editor of
the student newspaper, seized
control of the paper, and installed its own editorial staff following a dispute over pre-publica· .
tion censorship of articles to appear in the paper.
The second was Portland State
College, at which the president
of the school seized all copies of
one issue and suspended publication of the school paper.
The issue which was confiscated contained matter which the
president said made the paper
"journalistically i r responsible.''
Among the items: a picture of
Allen Ginsberg, scheduled to
speak at the college, showing the
poet naked from the groin up

IBM 360/40 computer at the
UNM Computing Center and permit students and teachers to communicate directly with the computer for .problem solving and
other applications.
Dr. Julius Blum, chairman of
the mathematics department,
said eight consoles have been delivered to the campus for use immediately. Another eight will
arrive in December and the final
eight are scheduled to reach campus next spring.
The first group of consoles
have been set up in the Computing
Center for student use, Dr. Blum
said.
Dr. Stoughton Bell, Computing
Center director, will use the consoles also in the freshman course
(Math 175) which he will teach.
The course is called "Algorithms, Computation and Mathematics-An Elementary Introduction to Computer Science."
Dr. Bell said the class "is not designed as a quick 'how-to-do-it'

Listen to KUNM

.

1.,

,.

with his hand covering his groin
in a Buddhist religious sign, and
a publicity picture of a clown
with the name of a former Oregon legislator who had sponsored
a defeated plan to reward outstanding undergraduate teachers.
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DIKOUNlS 10 UNM
STUDENTS & FACULn

Louis Vrattos
Jewelers
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r.J

Expert on Swiu and
.American Watches
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ALLTHIJ\IBS

WATCHES- GIAS

FOURDROBER"
. One purchase • • • four outfits • • • how's
. that for versatilitY! Our Fourdrober auit
plus color-coordinated veat and alacks
-is always ready for duty. For dress
or casual wear. depend on the youngin-build Fourdrober. Spirited
I
I .
• co ortngs and single-breasted

$90

natural shoulder ltyling.

'
'i'

I'

II

SPIRITS DAMPENED?.

Every company operated PAINT POT store is
pledged to meet or beat any verified price on
any article in our stock.

NEVER •••
IN A

STROMBERGS

ALL-WEATHER CDAT
MICKEY SHERMAN

Presents

Stereo In Your Car
i):r 4 Track
i):r 8 Track

14:

i):r 4-8 Combinations

i):r Speakers

Home Machines
i):r Accessories

12,000 Tape Selections

Free Recording Privileges
Bits of Cheese With All Tape Purchases
IT'S ALL HAPPENING HERE
Teen Credit
Plan

Installation
on
Premises

STUDENTS AND FACULTY will receive an additional 10 per cent savings from our LOW DISCOUNT prices not only on art supplies but on
every item including paint, glass, picture frames
etc.

The fact that these distinguished
coats.are water-repellent doesn't
make them only foul-weather friends.
A collection of handsome coats to
wear weather-or-not, and always be
prepared for sudden storms. Select
your favorite style and outwit the
weatherman. Solids and patterns.
Unlined, lined and zip-out
liner styles.

PRESENT YOUR I.D. CARD
NOTE: Paint Pot DOES NOT, emphatically DOES
NOT raise the prices iust to show· big discountsthat went out of style when the government
cracked down on certain. unscrupulous car dealers years ago. It could happen in the art supply
business-but not at the Paint Pot. A word to the
wise is sufficient.

LONDON FOG
ALL WEATHER COATS
$35.00 to $62.50
BEST ALL WEATHER COATS
$25 and $29.95
DRESSAN,D
SPORT SHIRTS ARE
MORE THANA
MATTER OF COURSE
Browse through our collection
of traditional dress and
sport shirts and you'll have
to admit we've made a scholarly
achievement. Permanent press
and wash and wear cotton fabrics.
Fine patterns and solids
in short and long sleeves. From $5

•

:

THERE IS A PAINT POT NEAR YOU
4909 lOMAS, N. E. • ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEX. • 265-7244

2515 4th St. NW
1617 Eubank NE
2723 San Mateo NE
1515 Central NE*
Santa Fe - 557 Cordova Rd. *Ju1t down from UNM

•

a fashionable foursome .••
the versatile

on computers," but rather it is
intended to provide an introduction to computer science and has
as its main objective "an understanding of the relationship between mathematics, computers,
and ·problem"solving." It will be
open to all freshmen, regardless
of what major field they plan to
enter, he said.

PAINT POT
CAN'T BE UNDERSOLD

•

TDDNEMAN

DIAMONDS

Use of Computer Increased
The computer will be important in several math classes this
fall at UNM.
Some 100 students who will be
taking calculus this semester will
do some of their work on the computer, and freshmen who enroll
in Math 175 will get an elementary introduction to computer
science.
The University earlier this year
was awarded $50,000 by the Na..
tiona! Science Foundation in support of a computer program for
Mathematics instruction. UNM is
putting up matching funds for
the acquisition of 24 remote consoles for the program.
~ The consoles are tied into the

...
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Styled and tailored
by ARROW, GANT, ENRO,
DONEGAL AND WICKFIELD.
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GEORGE VAUX

ROSS PERKAL
UNM Sophomore
Beginning rate:
End rate:

UNM Soph. in Physics

JESS SANDOVAL

366 wpm-65% comp.
1305 wpm-85% comp.

Beginning rate:
End rate:

UNM Senior

586 wpm-63% comp.
1875 wpm-72% comp.

280 wpm to 2088 wpm

"I've used it on almost any type of material. Use is the
key, because you regress without a pacer. I've been ·
able to cover important work outside the required ·material in a course-of definite value!" Jess was awarded
a Fullbright at the International University of Pe~u in
Spanish and government.

CAROLYN GIBBS
UNM Freshman
345 wpm-36% comp.
2944 wpm-86% comp.

Beginning rate:
End rate:

YVONNE::.ROUSSEL
... ..,.,..
""f'"-,~

Beginning rate:
End rate:

IS
0

135 wpm....;SO% comp.
1055 wpm-..80% comp.

t:1:1

ARTHUR HAYMAN
UNM Freshman

244 wpm-80% comp.
2676 wpm-76% comp.

KAREN I:>OANE

Beginning rate:
End rate:

MYRA GOETZ

3]0 wpm-77,% comp.
1090 wpm-77% comp.

CAROLYN BIGGERS

· 394 wpm to 2000 wpm

"The Dynamic Reading technique has allowed me to
go through more material and given me confidence in
retaining the material I now cover quickly. It is also
valuable because of the variety of techniques that can
be applied to the different types of reeding material
for which a graduate student is responsible." Myra is a
NDEA Fellow in American Studies.

UNM Freshman
212 wpm-86% comp.
2265 wpm-76% comp.

UNM Sophomore
Beginning rate:
End rate:

391 wpm-60% comp.
1963 wpm-76% comp. I~

J

LARRY CLEVENGER

LARRY BECK

I-

UNM Junior

UNM Senior
rate~

~-

0

UNM Grad. Student

Beginning
End rate:

.

UNM Freshman

UNM Grad. Student

Beginning rate:
End rate:

..... _-·--.

.... ~

JAMES MEARES
Beginning rate:
End rate:

I
;8·

380 wpm-55% comp.
1364 wpm-SO% comp.

Beginning rate:
End rate:

....

351 wpm-64% comp.
1780 wpm-71% comp.

•

Ji

..

,·-,.--.,~·: ".~ -

~·~

~

UNM freshman

UNM Sophomore
Beginning rate:
End rate:

DIANE DAL SANTO

BILL JOHNSTONE

. ~~.:MARGO JORDAN

UNM Junior in Architecture

411 wpm-77% comp.
3333 wpm-84% comp.

Beginning rate:
End rate:

571 wpm to 1844 wpm

JAY FEDER

: .. .!:
•

I

DON PAGE

....

UNM Junior

UNM Grad. Student
Beginning rate:
End rate:

302 wpm-77% comp.1t
2453 wpm-70% comp.

.

"I think this should be in the public schools ... it ought
to be required for everyone. If I would have had this
in high school, I might have learned more. I didn't have
time to go into related subjects and greatly extend my
background." Bill was high school valedictorian.

Beginning rate:
End rate:

487 wpm-73% comp.
1250 wpm-72% comp.

~

~

i

317 wpm-59% comp.
1900 wpm-72% comp.

THEY ARE ALL RECENT GRADUATES OF
THE EVEYLN WOOD READING DYNAMICS COURSE
Until recently these people read about 200 to 400 words
per minute.. That's about average. Now they read between 1000 and 3400 words per minute with understanding and recall. They have completed the Evelyn
Wood Reading Dynamics Course ... a program that

over 250,000 people, like you, have taken to improve
their reading rate and comprehension.
Attend a free demonstration of this unique reading
course. You will see a Reading Dynamics graduate read
at amazing speeds from a book he has never seen be-

fore and then tell in detail what he hos read.
You will see a documented film that includes actual interviews with Washington who have taken the course.
You will learn how we can help you to faster reading,
with improved comprehension, greater recall.

ACHIEVEMENT WARRANTY
We guarantee to -increase the reading efficiency of each student AT LEAST
3 times with. good comprehension. We will refund the entire tuition to any
student who, after completing minimum class and study requirements, does
not at least triple his reading efficiency as measureCI by our beginning ana
ending tests.

~

~

;

8

~

WHILE YOU ARE WAITING TO REGISTER
Wed., Sept. 13, Thurs., Sept. 14, Fri., Sept. 15 Daily at 9:30a.m., 11:30 a.m., 1 p.m., 3 p.m.,
5 p.m. and 7 p.m.

~

ATTEND A FREE DEMONSTRATION ••• THEY ARE INTERESTING AND INFORMATIVE

·lr~·-..-

Q

To: EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS INSTITUTE
207 Dartmouth NE
L 913
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106

COUPON

READING DYNAMICS INSTITUTE

__.

•• • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
USE

Evelyn Wood

,...._,

TODAY

•

Please send descriptive folder.
I understand that I am undr.r no obligation and that
no salesman will call•

Name

•

MIDWESTERN OFFICES

f:

'

•

KANSAS CITY

OMAHA

ALBUQUERQUE

WICHITA

DENVER

COLO. SPRINGS

3706 Broadway
531-4320

119 So. 19th St•.
345-8600

207 Dartmouth NE
265-6761

5301 E. Central
685-1374

1575 Sherman
292-1495

1605 S. Tejon
473-2464

Street

·.~ty

Phone

•

••••••• ~p······

l

=

I

·-

~-
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THE MOST UNIQUE. IDEA
IN SHAVING COLOGNES. :l
IS HERE!

WELCOME BACK
New Mexico Lobos

{BA(J(!'>SCIIOOL,

SOc PIZZA
A 6" Pizza with Your Choice
of one Ingredient

BONUS

PEPPERONI
SAUSAGE
GREEN CHILl
TOMATO & CHEESE

UNM's nine women's social organizations kicked off this year's
activities with formal rush sessions last week. A total of 196
coeds were pledged by the eight
Greek-letter sororities and Town
Club, a group of Albuquerque
residents.
Alpha Chi Omega U."' "" pledges:
Franki AIIE!n, MarilYn Arehr, Shirley Atkinson, Bett7e lloon, Nancy Breen, Idelle
Clarke, Candan.., CoUir, Kay Dooo, Karen
Eva111, Cay Fanning, Karen Sne FinlayIOn, and Barbara Gllchrlot.
Othr Alpha Chi pledgm are ~erre L:vnn
~olrlllton, S~~~an F. Knla'ht, Donna Macrnder, Linda llanhaD, Sheila MeCiooq,
Donna GaU llcDoopJ, Debonh Klaldmins,
Becky Knere, Karen Polaneo, Gllnda
Sturceo, Debb)' Swartz, Christine Wenk,
and liU YubroUKh.
Alpha Delta PI pledged AUce Anderson,
lnd¥ L. Clark, Linda B:rbU llaeo, MarilYn
.M. llllner, MeRua Oweno, and Barbara
Wataon.
Chi Omega Ple<ia'es include SIIIIDI Bal.
dain, Virginia Butler, ~aeqneUne Cutelman, Lura Janis Cr&J'B, Nanc:r Dunn,
Donna Fincke, Michele Gaveline, ~. Diane
Harris, Kath:r ~ames, C:vnthia C. Kirkpatrick, Mary M. Macee, Linda Manzari,
Katb:r McDuff, Carol Rae Moor.,, Judi
l'fickeraon, Ann W. Ortn~hee, Maria Par·
bam, ~ane Ramahaw, Peggy RatcUU,
Francia Rhode~, Terry RobiDIOn, Debb:r
Smith, Debbie Jo 'Smith, Susan Wamel,
and Ellen W:rootf.
Delta Delta Delta pledg~ Sylvia Barela, Margaret N. Blake, SUZanne N. Co-

henour, Donna Fossum, Kathryn Hart,
Jo:rce Hawthorne, Bett:r Jeung, Jeanie
Kuliasha, Colette Lang, Maribn McGee,
Mar:r Lynn Me:rer, Virginia. Newell, Anne
O'Brien, ~ennle Ann Ozog, Julia Scrog.
gins, Lucinda Swingle, Dorothy ~ane
Thompson, and Eugenia S. Tr..maine.
Delta Gamma Plecla'es are Nanc:r Brad·
ley, Eileen CaldareW, VIcki Goebel, Carol
HiUar;v, Patricia ~ernipu, :Marilee Lund,
Margaret Maronick, MeUnda Marler, Carla
Mathison, ~o:rUnda l'forwood, Corlett Orr,
Viv,... Ramex, Elaine Smith, Mucia
Smock, Patricia Wekel, and Stephanie
Wlloon,
Kappa Alpha Th..ta pledg~ laequebrn
Ball, Emiou Bamm, Stephanie E,.....,
Tracy Fftz, Joanne Hollada:r, Lucinda
Lefler, Catherine Lightner, llar!raret Me
Coy, FeUz Parkard, Jlal')' ~ane Prater,
Debbie Robb, Shirley Runyan, Karen Sellen, Marcia Smith, ~ane Tbomu, and An·
drea Weboter.
Kappa Kappa Gamma Pledaeo Include
S111an Albrla'ht, Lnuanne Abruma, llary
Ann AIUaon, Mlehele CornaU, ~an..t Dean,
Diane Dal Banta, Leigh Gallacher, Martha
Hardwick, Andrea Hernandez, Leolle Lanham, Lisa Lenahan, s...n Loo1e, Catherine ~. Lovelace, Jud:r Luck, ~ollne lleeter,
EUzabeth Michal, L!aka Pepper, and Lin·

FREE Cigarettes,
Candy, Cokes
and Coffee
Saturday
Sept. 16
10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

also Serving the Best in Italian Cuisine
Specially Prepared with our
Home Recipes

U. Sororities Pledge 196
Pi Beta Phi's pledges Include Martha
Bandon!, arbara Benton, Elizabeth Bergener, lllary Bessette, Susan Boyd, VIrginia
Crav<!ll, Diane Drake, Patricia Eaves,
Patty Eslinger, ~udith Flaher, Georgia
Hammond, Jattone Hodson, Martha Judd,
EUzaheth !Clink, Eother Larsen, Karen
Larsen, Susan NeweU, Cynthia Parker,
Penn:r Reicher&, Teresa Steve~~~, Kathryn
Sullivan, and SaiJ:r Trlgg,
Town Club pledg..d Virginia Atendo,
Alta Barker, Lydia Burola, Deboran Clark,
Rosalie DeLuca, Sharon Dbon, EUzabeth
Emlg, Lena Genta, Sharon Housewright,
Kat7l Kathrein, Claudia Klrb)', Catherine
Leacb, ~ane llcGioue, Pamela Man, Del>:>rah Millikin, Linda Platt, Judith Prince
Linda lleed, VIvien Rodri8uez.llena, Carmen Ro:rbal, EU..beth Bbee, Patt:r Smith,
Kim Ann Tboml*)n, Jud;v UpPdJkamp,
and Catherine WoSeieboeld.

.

A collection of nine different fragrances
imported from nine different countries to fit
any man's particular mood.

WELCOME

ANNOUNtiNG
OUR LUNCHEON SPECIAL

FOUR HAPPY Town Club pledges at UNM signup and plan for fall activities on campus. All except
Claudia Kirby, third from left, are graduates of Albuquerque Highland High.: ;Claudia is from St.
Pius X. The others are, I to r., Kit Leach, Virginia Ann Atencio, and Lena Gentz: Rush ended Saturday
with 196 girls pledging the six Greek letter sororities and Town Club. Town Club is just for girls who
live in Albuquerque, while the other social organs are open to all university girls. (UNM phot())

SERVING YOU, THE LOBOS,
FOR OVER 14 YEARS
FREE DELIVERY
CALL
STARTING AT 5 PM
242-8413

Nine Flags Shaving Colognes 0

for
Food and General Needs
to all
Dorms and Houses

ffi@WQ
...

MILKMAID
So very worth wearing with all your casuals , •.
the classic moe that's seen wherever
~'"~"" the Action Set gathers, combining

Snacks or Meals,

taste with down-to-earth

ond colors for women.

BRUSH-ON MAKE UP
REMARKABLE COMPLEXION MA~IC
• Three flattering shades ... belge
I lOW/pink glow/bronze 1iOW
• Elecant container In rich floral
design ... built-In mirror ... and
finest quality applicator brush
• Brush·on satin elaw for a lovelier
more radiant you

Whether you want a
full course dinner or
just a snack, we give
you the same deli-

Daily Spec;ials

• 2-Stroke 11.5 HP alloy
cylinder rotary valve engine
• 18 ln. wheels
• Seamless tank
• Candy apple paint
• Double cradle tubular frame
Weighs only 179 lbs.
·
• SUPERLUBE-No messy
pre-fuel mbdngl

Want to hear
a good clean story?

• 12 month/12,000 mile
factory warranty,
PRICE

Prerequisite: Junior Standing

WEEJUNS ARE A
WAY OF LIFE

$419.00

p.m. Thursdays

CYCLE
SPORT

All classes will be taught at the
Christian Student Center
205 University Ave., N. E.

1820 Lomas NE
247-3954

Far credit, ,_ Is $5 a coune
Auditors may attend fr" of charge

Cards
and
Gift
Items

prompt service.

The Lile and Teachings ol Jesus

E'nroll at Centar S..,t. 1.,_16 or at lim d -

We Carry
All Popular
Cosmetic
Lines

Ours A.re Better

cious food -:' . . and

6:45-9:45

We Will Pick Up
Your Prescription
and Make the
DeliveryJust Call

A "Libra,Y'
of Books and
Magazines

Bible 1312-

Bible 4373,
Great Bible Doctrines

for Evening Snack Supplies
Bread, Cookies, Milk,
Sandwich Items

''

ACCREDITED COURSES IN RELIGION

6:45-9:45 p.m.

Grocery Department

Bass

CLASS SCHEDULE

Section No.2 Tuesdays

Check Our

:"

i! ... -

Free Delivery

·~

moccasins. Choice of styles

1:30 p.m...

l ..
1~ .

·,~

makes genuine Boss Weejuns®

M.W.F.

'

Available in collections of 2, 3, 4, 6, or 9
and individual flasks. From $5.00·$15.00.

comfort. Remember ••. only Bass

Section No.1

~

;

Live Oak from Germany, Clear Spruce from
Sweden, Royal Saddle from England, Dry
Citrus from Italy, Aromatic Tabac from Brazil
and others from France, Ireland, Hong
Kong and Spain. Choose the one that fits
your mood or mix your own unique blend.

daPre~twnnd,

Open to all Students

..

INSTANT
RADIANCE!

Rhodes

Wt;§uNs·

Other KKG pledges are Carol:vn Schreln,
Patricia Stead, DruclUa Tucker, EU...u
Vandam, Dorothy Wehrely, Laura Wlllmarth, and Cathy Yandell
Phi Mu pledg~ Jo Ellen Buckley, Dianne
Green, Stephanie Harria, Mlcbelle He~~~en,
Evelyn Hoffpauir, Diane bon, ~an Lup.
ton, Patricia MeCraw, Pamela Parlier,
Rebecca Rowher, and C..Cilla Umbrage.
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lahl'ndSAE

Haul& an lomas

,~., •. ..~~.~.~.~.------------------------------~----------....J
"'/•.

~.

'

.....

'"

#

....

f , . ; •• ' , ......

FOR HIM: CARDOVAN OR GOLDEN HARVEST GRAIN .......................................... 18.95
FOR HER: BROWN, ANTIQUE, NAVY BLUE
OR GOLDEN HARVEST &RAIN .......... 13.95

Revlon's'Naturol Wonder'Medicoted Makeups helpyou
tool Tube, liquid, Pressed Powder or Coke. 1.65 each.

Coronado Center
Open Mon., Wed., Fri.

Tues., Thurs., Sat. 10.6
Open a charge account 298-&711
10-9. ' •

~~~------------------------J
..
.. .... '
~l'•••···~~··

•

~

Listen. Revlon's 1Natural Wonder' Lotion is
tender to skin, yet gets skin naked clean.
Removes makeup, grime, excess oil~ helps
rout blackheads! Does more to stop blemishes
than a whole routine of costly creams and
astringents! 4o~r.2.00 8o~r.3.50 16oz.4.50

. . . " ol . . . . . . . . . . . lilt •

DRill$
Need Cash?
As a service to you we cash· all UNM Students
checks for cash. Ali you need is your Student I.D.
Card.
Open Until Midnight - Free Delivery

2142 CENTRAL SE AT YALE

Store Name

PHONE 243·5124
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New U. Courses Will Stress
Small, Personalized Classes

The UNM stQdent body this fall
will be larger than last year's.
There will be more buildinga on
campus, and the faculty will be
larger. But the trend isn't entirely
in the direction of increased size.
The College of Arts and Sciences
this semester is introducing a
pilot program in three courses,
emphasizing small, more personalized classes in areas where bigness is the norm.
Dean Hoyt Trowbridge announced that small, enriched sections of regular freshman survey
courses will eb offered in the departments of anthropology, chemistry, and political science,
Study More lnten,se
The three sections, he said, will
parallel in scope the usual larger
classes-which also are scheduled
this year. Subject matter will be
more intensively studied, with
greater specific demands made on
both teacher and student. Grading "will not necessarily be more
rigorous," he said.
The sections will be open to any
student on a first-come, first-served basis.
The anthropology course-"Development of Culture"-will be
limited to 30 students. Maximum
student load in the "General Chemistry" small section will be 50,
and in the "American Government" course section in political
science there will be a limit of 30
students.
History Course Planned
The history !lepartment will attempt a related effort toward the
same objective in a course in the
"History of the United States."
Professor William Dabney, instructor of the large lecture section in the course, will also direct
a special quiz section.
The three special sections will
be taught by the regular course
instructors without the aid of
graduate assistants. The usual
presentation of freshman survey

courses entails lectures before Sonnino in working out the delarge numbers of students by the tails of the phm, one of seevral
professor, followed by smaller efforts of the college Committee
quiz sections directed by grad- on Improvement of Instruction,
uate assistants under the super- Dean Trowbridge said,
vision of the faculty member.
Other members of the commitBock To Teach Anthropology
tee include Profs. John Campbell,
Prof. Philip Bock will teach the anthropology; Roy Caton, chempilot section in anthropology. The istry; Donald Dubois, mathematchemistry course will be taught ics; and Katherine Simons, Engby Prof. Milton Kahn, and Prof. lish.
Albert Rosenthal will teach the
Students who are interested in
political science class.
participating in the project should
The small sections are aimed at contact their University College
"flexibility and variety in method, advisers.
for instructional exchange not
available in large sections," Trowbridge said.
·
The project will be administered
by the instructors, meeting as an
informal committee chaired by Dr.
Barrett Beer, assistant dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences. The
group will make a final evaluation
at the end of the year.
Sonnino Suggested Class
The approach was suggested by
Prof. Paul Sonnino, a member of
the history faculty..Political science Prof. Helen Ingram assisted
~

TAKE A TRIP
Learn to fly at DIAMOND MAVIATION
New Cessna Trainers. Fly with Lee Jennings, Class of
'69. Contact Lee at 265-6305 or Call Diamond M 2439691
Special Ground School Starts September 15
Class will Prepare you for Private Pilot Exam.
Total Cost $5.00

Call Diamond M Aviation 243-9691
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FURTHER YOUR SPIRITUAL EDUCATION AT FIRST
Through Christian training, fellowship,
and an offer of free books.
See pageS.

at!

It's the life of mature. co-educational living that affords you the opportunity of meeting new people, participating in a variety of social. athletic and cultural events, and
studying in an atmosphere that was designed especially for college students. You'll

find life af The Ccsltege'lnn'~ill bifan f11itir'ely new experience in collegiate living. We

ATTENTION

invite you'to'~eo-rn'e':·by-"nbw\in-a:i~·~··rh'i~taUi9 e ·Inn: Some excellent rooms are still
available.

Male and Female Students
Interested in earning $6.00 for a 20 minute practice
interview?
Headquarters, AT&T, will conduct a Bell System Recruiter Training Conference at the Western Skies Motel
from Oct. 8 through Oct. 14. Studeni·s at the sophomore
level and above, including graduate students, are needed for practice interview sessions.
Gain the experience of an actual job interview and
make money too!!!
'

You Will Be Paid in Cash at the Termination of Your
Interview!
Transportation will be provided from the Student Union Building
to the Western Skies and return.
SEE YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICE AT ONCE FOR FURTHER DETAilS

BALLS or J.IVBLY
gear for the trek
back to books
If enroute to enrollment, a visit to
this Establishment is mandatory.
Here be the suits, the casual clothing
of spirit. And the furnishings to finish off. the whole with flair. Counsel•
ing daily.

NEW LOCATION •••
314 Gold Avenue, S.W.

Next to the Bank of
New· Mexico Building.

Check These Outstandins Features:
0 Exce-llent food and diversified menus (20 meals
0

0
0
0
0

.

Monday thru Friday
9 A.M. to 6 P.M.
Saturday
9 A.M. to 1 P.M.
'

1

1'"

303 ~sh N.E.

'I

.

• ': ! ..

per week-seconds availabl~).
Recreational lounges with ping-pong and ~pool
tables, 'rv:lounge.
·Laundry ·r~cfilities, ·maid 'anC:t linen service.
He~teel 's~imming pool.
Air:;dohHitioned throughout.
Prtv~te an~ semiprivate rooms and baths.

l ,;

0 Comfortable homelike furnishings, designed exclusively for The College Inn.
0 ·Private dining rooms.

0
0
0
0

Wall-to-wall carpeting and double drapes.
"Quiet'' lounges.
Private, off-street parking.
Close to campus.

..

. Phone 243-288·1!
.

',·,·.,

-
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UNM Concert Hall Series
Includes 'Hello Dolly,' Others
'

A series of six professional Film Series Planned
theater presentations, including
The Associated Students budget
lDavid Merrick's production of gives a subsidy to the Concert
f'Hello, Dolly," will highlight the Hall to provide these pl.'ograms
1967-68 season at the UNM Con- at a reduced rate for students.
cert Hall.
Students may use their aetivity
"Hello, Dolly," starring Dorothy cards to pick up a free Concert
Lamour, will be on campus Jan. Hall discount card.
11-13.
Other Concert Hall programs
Other productions S£heduled :for B£heduled for this year include
the theater series and perform- "It's a Wide, Wide World," a
ance dates include: "Wait Until travel-adventure film series narDark," a new play by Alfred rated by such famous adventurers
:Knott, author of "Dial M for Mur- as Lowell Thomas Jr. and Gilne
der," Oct, 16; "The Impossible Wianco; the Performing Arts Film
Years," a comedy starring Tom Series, a group of five films feaEwell, Nov. 17-18; The American turing such presentations as the
Folk Ballet, Feb. 5; "The Roar first full-length film version of
of the Greasepaint--The Smell of Tchaikovsky's "Swan Lake," starthe Crowd," the Anthony Newley- ring Margot Fonteyn and Rudolph
'.Leslie Bricusse bit, Feb. 29; ancl • Nereyev; the Ars Musica chamber
"the American National Opera seriea, f~turing renowned chamCompany performing Puccini's · ber-muste groups such as the
"Tosca" in English, March 16-17. Budapest Quartet; and the Experimental Film Services, a proDiscount Offered
gram of films from the new cineUNM students may get tickets ma and the undergro11nd, includfor any of the theater series pro- ing a Halloween program. :fea·
ductions on a single-performance turing "The Sins of the Fleshor subscription basis at almost a apoids," a science-fiction sati:re
75 pe:r cent discount, William J. about Hollywood 2000 years fl.'om
Martin, Concert Hall direetor,ISaid now.
last week.
$:lFeeSet
"The students are underwriting
Again, UNM students may buy
our programs when they pay their tickets to any of these programs
activity fee," Martin said, "and at a substantial saving. For exthis is what they're paying for- ample, subscription tickets to the
the chance to see first-class pro- travel-adventure series or the perfessional programs at a fraction forming arts series cost the pubof what they would cost other- lie $6 each. UNM students may
WlSC.
subscn'be to either of them for $3.
The new programs at the Concert Hall this year represent an
Naylor Retires
attempt by the University to expose students t.o a wide range of
excellent cultural programs, Martin said.

"

tion-at prices they should be
able to afford."
Built in 1966 at a cost of $2.2
million, the Concert 'Hall opened
Oct. 1, 1966, with a performance
by the Utah Symphony, conducted
by Maurice Abravanel.
Designed by Holien and Buckley
Architects of Santa Fe, the 2094·
seat hall bas a stage 160 feet wide
and 38 feet deep. The forestage is
60 feet wide and 14 feet deep.
14-Ton Ceiling
The concert shelL can hold up
to 100 musicians or a chorus of
250. The shell includes a. suspended steel ceUing weighing 14
tons-the largest movable piece
in the world.
Successful acoustics in the Hall
make it ideal for musical programs of all types from symph·
ony orchestras to soloists. The
quality and distribution of the
sound have been praised by 'Such
internationally famous musicians
as John Barbarolli, Maurice Abra·
vanel, Alfred Deller, and Eugene
Ormandy.

Major Carl R. Hein, USAF, has
been assigned to replaee Lt. CoL
William c. Naylor as commanding
officer of the UNM Air Force
ROTC.
Colonel Naylor retired :from the
~Air Force, and will remain at
"UNM as assistant dean of men.
, Major Hein comes to UNM
ifrom an ast~ignment with 11th
Weather Squadrrtn at Elmendorf
AFB, Anchorage, Alaska, where
~he commanded the weather sta>;tion in an Alaskan NORAD Re(.Moil Combat Center.
He received a B.S. degree in ed.ucation from the Southwest Texas
'State College, San Marcos, and a
master's in business administration from George Washington .
Unive:rsity in 1964.

Theater Tryouts

.

'

Tryouts for "The LiM;Ie
Foxes;" the opening production of the University Thea•
ter's 1967-68 season, will be
held Thlll'sda:V and Friday at
'1:30 each evening in the Uni·
versity Theater auditorium.
Production ia scheduled for
October. AU interested UNM
students are invited.

L•1sten to KUNM

FURTHER YOUR SPIRITUAL EDUCATION AT FIRST
Through Bible Study (Co-educational classes)
and Music, and an offer of free books.
See page 8.

Welcome New and Returning
STUDENTS

FQr Fine FashiQns
298-6556

520 Coronado Center

Nancy-Scoff Uniform Center
Uniforms
Mens and Ladies Lab Wear

House OF HALLMARK
OFFERS

The l.orgest Selection of
Hallmark Cards
Halloween & Party Items
Wedding Invitations
and All Paper Goads
Ellpert Monogramming
Yes We Have Our New
Xmas Albums In FOI' 1967
3501. Lamas N.l:.
255-4989
...
.... .
~

Make This Shop

YOUR KNITTING
HEADQUARTERS
IN ALBUQUERQUE

Tot Stapler

98C
(inducling 1000 staples)

Lar1er sir~> CUB Doole
Stapler 011ly $1,69

Uncopditiottlllly IUIIranteed.
At lliiY llationery, variety, or book store.

C':"=! __ _. __ ._if.__ ~

_::::>~INC.
LONG ISLAND CITY, N.V.11101
IIIUJI!1J"&pll ~UJ 011 Pl""'\1

625 Amherst Dr., N.E.

1\oA: :u'ltdtqS .LOJ, 'Al!IJ8Apll pno;t no&:
:l.'d!Pt1lO:t •J.0\00:)9 ••a!JUJaAp.11 ll11!111•
8AP\I 1\oj; lllaJJ•J!ll •'1.1. "l; 1"'1'\,_ 1\oA:
-aa ·~os :.1-~~ ua.,~q)ow v •aAJi
, ~ u,tvJii. :t(lOUI V •aAtaadh 9.s.,t\O&.
·~'III!PP'» • no& n ., •lila'aa'aN.V

256-7064

.of..-~

Remember To Take Advantage of Henry's
-FAST SERVICECt-IICtcE:I'I ----·-·-----------·----·-··----------·-----------·····-·······--ir~c: t() ~~.~
APPLE TURNOVERS ------·--·····-······--·-·----·-·----------------·-·----···--·20c
I00% PURE BEEF I-lAM BURGER -·-·------·····----------····-·-····-·--•sc:
BIG t-IENRY t-IAMBURGER ·-···-·--···---·-··-----------·----·------····-·-·50c:
DELUXE t-IAMBURGER-Meal ()n a Bun --------·------·---..------·--29c
CREAMY CHEESE BURGER ·------·------·--·· . ···-----··---·---.. -- .......20c
BLUE WATER HOT FISH SANDWICH ------------------------------29c:
I-lOT ooc:; ---------··-----·------------··-----·--·---------·------·----·------·------·2sc:
MELTED CHEESE SANDWICH ------·-···---------------·--·--------------20c:
CRISPY FRENCH FRIES -·-----·----------·-·-······---·-····-··--------------15c:
St-IRIMP BOAT ·····---····----------·------··-----------J·-------------------··--·-· 79c:
COtcE --·-------·-·--·--·----·------·-------------·-·--·-·----·-·----·----·-------1 Oc: - 15c:
'ORANc:JE ---··-----·--------····-·----·-·-·---···---·------·-·----·--~---------1 Oc: - 15c:
ROOT BEE.R -------------·-··-·-··-·-·--------···--·------------------······--1 Oc - 15c
COFFEE ---------------------------····-······-------------· ....... ------·-···· ------··---' Oc
SUPER MILK SHAtcES -·------·----·-······-----··-· ···-·---····-······--·-··--·25c
MILtc ---·--······-·-·-·--····--··-·-··---·-····-··----------···----·····---·····-··········12c

"
<'

•

Students Always
,
Receive Extra
. ccmsideration
and fc:tvors
Cit

1916 CENTRAL NE
OPEN
SEVEN DAYS A WEEK

OKIE JOE'S

II :00 a.m.

Two locations to Serve You
Daugherty's lounge 5001lomos N.E. 268-9855
Okie Joe's Bor, Package & Coclctail Lounge 2..2.2151 or 2-43·0051
· ~ " : ' • ""
OPEN 10 AM tlll2 AM
•

S~ingline

WE HAVE A WIDE SELECTION OF
COLORS FOR OECORAnVE PURPOSES

o:wr·.~~'.

Want to impress an "extra-special" date?
This is the place ••• your favorite drink
and our pleas<Jnt atmosphere, our goodtasting food all 'lend themsel\'es to an
evening of extr~:~-spec::ial enjoyment.

This is a

YOU .DON'T KNOW HOW TO KNIT?
Come in and register for fall classes
Beginning and advanced

SUPPLIES
·FREE

We Make Your Date Special

rror

SPECIAL PRICES ON OUR MOST POPULAR YARNS DURING
STATE FAIR WEEK-.Sept. 14-23

·~ARTY

~.,.~

collision?

TOT Staplers 1
Staplers!1What in ••• )

Buy for that first sweater now.

As Anotlier Favor
we provide

Gl.asses, Ashtr~:~ys,
Tubs for Kegs,
Champagne Fountains.
etc.

[2} Giraffes in high foliage?
Sc110ters in a head-on

We are authorized dealers for, and offer a complete sel~ion of,
SPINNERJN, BERiiiiAT, UNGER and FLEISHER YARNS & PAKS.
Come in and look over our. full selection of the new Fall Kits and
Sweater Pale!.

as Owners and Operators of Okie Joe's
with Special Food Prices for Students

Bar & RedaurCint
1~20 Central Ave. SE
(acra~~ from th• Univeraity)

[t] Acockfight?
A moth?
A moth-eaten
tockfight?

DR. AJ,BERT R. LOPES (center), a UNM professor, is shown at
his ktdghting as a Commendador in the Order of Prince Belli')'
the NavigaWt- last month in Lisbon. The honor was authorized
by Americo Thomaz, president of Portugal, •nd presented by lb;,
Jose Luis Archer (left), who represented the Portuguese Minister
of Foreign Affairs. An aide (right) afti:les the award.

Wel,come Back Students

11 ,

to
II :00 p.m.
'" ·.•

r

(,
·""· ... "r

.

Te$t yourself...
What do you see in the ink blots?

your old hosts Bob &Jane Daugherty are back

OKIE JOE'S

Page 19
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WELCOME BACK STUDENTS & FACULTY

Houst"ng Needed

J? . ,I · 1.
·'1'le4HQJia,
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242-6591

Hall Opened in 1966
"People have to realize that
there's more to college than going to classes all day and then going home . at night," he said.
"We're trying to show them just
one more side of a liberal educa-

Any Albuquerque landlords
with rooms, apartments, · and
houses available are asked to contact Dr. E. James Smith, UNM
director of housing. Off-campus
residences are needed to house
incoming student~;~, especially married couples. UNM has facilities
for about 30 married couples, and
last semester some 4000 ntanied
students were enrolled.
r==:;::;::=::;;:;~;;;;;:;::;;:;:::;;:;;

..

New Anthro Exhibit
Honors u:s Dr. Hill

ANP REMEMBER IT'S

2516 Central S.E.

'

on~z!l~ s!bt!:'Je~urr~ly tions with Portugal have brought
knighted by th
ca - as en many noted Portuguese writers,
Portugal for h' e govke!Dmthentdiof scholars, and lecturers to lecture
. , •
' ts wor m e s- at UNM, as well as a scholarship
semmatton of Portuguese Jan. for a UNM student to study in
guage and culture.
,
Portugal. , The scholarship is unDr. Lopes has ~een knighted as derwritten by Henrique Pinto,
, a 9ommendador 1n the Order of owneJ' of the Livraria Port11gal a
Pnnce Henry the Navigator.
Lisbon bookstore,
'
The ceremony was conducted in
.
Lisbon on Aug. 7. The order is one Tomlins to Teaeh
of the highest the Portuguese govDuring World War II, Dr. Lopes
ernment can bestow on an iii- went into the services as an army
dividual.
p:rivate-but the NaVY stepped in
and claimed him as a PortugUese
Followed Exploratitm
scholar and gave him a commis·
Dr. Lopes was in Lisbon as sion and sent him to Annapolis to
part of his current travels fol- teach Portuguese.
lowing the paths blazed by ·15th
When Dr. Lopes ·retires this
and 16th century Portugue~~e ex• fall, his teaching chores will be
plorers. He bad visited the en- undertaken by Dr. Jack E. Tomclaves Portugal held in Asi-· lins, one of his students, Dr. TomMacao, Gao, and others-and had lins received his B.A. degree in
gone to Lisbon. From there, he is 1951 and his M.A. degree in 1953.
traveling in the African posaes- Others who will teach Portuguese
sions of Portugal, Angola and are Alice Carmona Morgan, from
Moza~nhique,
Portugal; Acyr Salgarello, from
Dr. Lopes came to UNM in 1939 Brazil; and Carlos Nogueira-Marto underta'ke the building of a tina, a Ph.D. candidate from the
Portuguese program. UNM now Azores.
has one of the finest Portuguese
programs in the nation, a University spokesman said, with a library of more than 10,000 books
and emphasis on literature, grammar, and history. Dr. Ulpes is
credited with teaching more than
A new exhibit at the UNM An3,000 students, and is nationally
and internationally noted as a thropology Museum is dedicated
specialist in the fields of Portu- to Dr. w. W. Hill, who retir-ed
guese culture, language, and lin- last year after 30 years as a UNM
professor and chainnan of the
guistiC~~. He has also taugbt
anthropology department.
French and Spanish,
The exhibit includes objects
Will Write Book
selected by Hill's colleagues and
After his current African tour, students arranged against a baekhe is planning to write a book on ground of Navajo blankets do~
the Portuguese pos~~essions in nated by Dr. Hill.
Africa. At UNM he has served
The Museum is open from 9
as director of the Language Area a.m. to 4 p.m. Tuesday through
Center for Latin Ameriea, and Saturday. It is located at Roma
has co-authored a publication for and University NE.
improved techniques in the teaching of Spanish. His long aasociaRead the Want Ads

'

. ,

Hein to Command
Air Force ROTC

a.m. to 12 noon, 1 to 5 p.m., and
6 to 8 p.m.
The Community College, started in 1947, provides infonnal
study opportunitie~; on a noncredit basis; Students in some voca!'ional a!Id ·business courses recetve certificates awarded by the
Division of Extension when work
is satisfactorily completed. Most
courses !'leet only o_nce a week,
usually m the evenmgs.

Friday.
The Community College office
is in room 208 of the Administration building and is open from 8

'

Portugal Knights
UNM's Dr. Lopes

UNM Community College
To Open Evening Classes

THE UNM CONCERT HALL WILL PRESENT six professional theater productions during the 1967·
68 season. Called one of the finest, best equipped theaters in the nation by a New Yor}i: critic, the Con•
cert Hall seats 2,094 people. The Hall features some of the newest innovations in accoustic design.
UNM students may obtain special discount tickets to plays, musicals, operas, and film series to be
presented this y.ear. Included among this season's presentations are "Hello Dolly," "The Roar of the
Greasepaint--The Smell of the Crowd." "Tosea," and the film version of ''Swan Lake."

.
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Registration This Week

How about learning arc welding
one night each week, or maybe
oriental brush painting, or southwestern ethnology, or apeed reading or tailoring?
rThe UNM Community College
is offering about 60 cours~s this
semester dealing with a vanety of
subj\lcts
The ~mmunity College courses
are open to any adult. Fees range
:from $15 to $25. Registration begins today and continues through
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E-11
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Works of Cady Wells

3 Musicians Join Faculty
Three well-known instrumentalists will join the UNM College of Fine Arts faculty this
fall.
Classical guitarist Hector Garcia has been named "artist-inresidence" as the first in this
category for the music department.
Cellist Joins
Joanna de Keyser, who has attended several master classes
given by world-famous cellist
Pablo Casals, will leave the mu2ic
faculty at San Fernando Valley
State College, Calif., to teach
cello,
The third, Frank Bowen, flutist,
appeared at the Fine Arts Center
with The Amsterdam Baroque
Trio in July. He will come from
Texas Technological College, Lubbock, where he has taught flute
and theory since 1963.
Donations Pay Stipend
Garcia, Cuban-born and trained,
came to Albuquerque about four
years ago after his release from a
Castro prison and a short stay

in Miami, Fla. Fine Arts Dean
Clinton Adams said the classical
guitarist's appointment to UNM
was made possible by an anonymous donor, Garcia's stipend. will
be paid through the contribution
to perpetuate the classical Spanish gnitar tradition in New Mex-

ico~

12 Is Limit
Dr. Walter Keller, acting chairman of the music department,
said that Garcia will teach no
more than 12 students this semester. Selection will be made
through audition of those applying at the music department office.
Miss de Keyser holds a bachelor of mm;ic degree from the University of Southern California
with a magna cum laude in cello.
While still a student there she
played with piano student Marilyn
Neeley, and in 1959 at the International Competition in Geneva,
Switzerland, they were unanimously selected winners as a sonata team. Two years later, un-.
der auspices of the State Depart-

Music Department Opens
Sales of Concert: Tickets
A new "package deal," a $6
subscription fee for major concerts of the UNM music department, will be charged to students
this year to cover the cost of performances in the Concert Hall.
The package deal includes tickets to the UNM Opera Workshop productions Jan. 11-14 and
the Dance Workshop scheduled for
March 8-10.
Other events scheduled on the

Shown at U. Museum

ment, they toured Mexico.
Study Included Paris
Miss de Keyser studied in Paris
under a Fulbright grant, and a
New insight on the life and
Rockefeller Fellowship from the work of Cady Wells is provided in
University 'of Chicago underwrote a retrospective exhibition of the
performance of contemporary artist's work which opened Sept,
music.
10 at the UNM Art Museum and
Don McRae, assistant dean of will run through Oct. 15.
the College of Fine Arts, noted
The show consists of 46 waterthat Miss de Keyser had received colors . (almost exclusively his
the highest praise from Gabor medium) and is scheduled to go on
Rejto, cellist with the Alma Trio, tour soon as a major exhibit ara noted group that appeared last ranged by the University.
year with the UNM Orchestra unAlthough he was an important
der the baton of Kurt Frederick.
member of the Santa Fe-Taos
Bowen Studies at Yale
group, Wells sought isolation as a
Holder of a bachelor of music painter. Little had been written
degree from the University of on his work in New Mexico until
Illinois, Bowen studied flute with his death Nov. 5, 1954.
Charles DeLaney ;md did graduate
work at Yale University. He has Student Opes Research
also studied with Carl Petkoff of
Inspired by Van Deren Coke,
Illinois Wesleyan University, Al- chairman of the UNM art departbert Tipton of the Detroit Symph- ment, Kate Corbin Duncan, a
ony Orchestra, and W alfrid Ku- UNM graduate student in art hisjala of the Chicago Symphony tory, undertook extensive research
Orchestra.
on the artist.
From 1961 to 1963, Bowen held
Interviewing Wells's associates
two consecutive Fulbright scho- and studying his journals, she
larships for advanced study in The has filled nearly 100 pages in a
Netherlands. While there be master's thesis about his life.
toured with the Netherlands Wind
Wells's multiplicity of styles
Ensemble and formed the Amster- reiiect his restless searching
dam Baroque Trio with Veronika throughout his life for an unatHampe and Anneke Uittenbosch. tainable inner peace, Mrs. Duncan said.
An accomplished watercolorist,
Taos Painter
Wells used transparent watercolors during the 1930s. In the
40s and 50s he added gouache and
colored inks.

music department's Performance
Series include concerts by the
UNM Orchestra, conducted by
Kurt Frederick. Soloists Arturo
Delmoni, violinist, and Toby Saks,
cellist, will highlight the first performance on Oct. 13.
Other performances of the
Earl Stroh, a Taos artist, will
Orchestra will be Jan. 10 with
teaching two classes in art apbe
Morton Schoenfeld, UNM pianist,
and a March 4 concert featuring preciation for the UNM extenKarine Georgian, cellist. A joint sion division this fall.
Carrying three hours credit, the
concert with the UNM Chorus, directed by Douglas McEwen, is Santa Fe course will open Sept.
20 at the Folk Art Museum. The
scheduled for May 15.
Taos
classes will begin Sept. 21
Dr. McEwen will also direct
at
the
Harwood Foundation, a
the chorus at its Dec. 12 concert
UNM
holding
in the northern
and the UNM A Cappella Choir
New
Mexico
art
colony.
on April 8.
Stroh
will
place
special emA r.pecial claer. in defensive
Three performances of the
driving, motor vehicle mainten- UNM Concert Band under the phasis on comparative study of
ance, freeway driving, and emerg- baton of William Rhoads are list- ancient and modern art as a clarency repairs will be offered this ed for Jan. 15, March 25, and May ification of the revelance of many
great art traditions to modern
year by W. B. Lewis, UNM safety 6.
man. He will use slides to illuscoordinator.
Orders for subscription are be- trate his remarks.
The twelve two-hour classes will ing accepted by the office of the
The artist is represented by an
be held on Saturday from 9 to 11 music department in the Fine Arts
oil,
"Trio," in the newly opened
a.m. in Johnson Gym. The first Center.
City
of Albuquerque Museum.
class will meet Sept, 23.
Registration begins at 1 p.m.
today at the Community College
Office in the Administration Buildis in Room 208 of the AdministraWE'RE SORRY STUDENTStion building.

Stroh Will Teach
2 U. Art Courses

rather than with the exotic qualities of Northern New Mexico.
Wells also worked in patterns
created by calligraphic lines, creating such works as "Badlands.''
This period ended about 1935
when he began modeling to build
three-dimensional forms. Because
he translated New Mexico geography into undulating hills and
clouds, Mrs. Duncan ocmpares
Wells's style with that of Georgia
O'Keeffe.
Inspired by Chartres
Wells's final works, inspired by
the windows of Chartres Cathedral, led to experimentation with
colored inks on gesso, a technique
taught by the late Taos artist
Thomas Benrimo.
Two other exhibits now showing
in the gallery, located in the UNM
Fine Arts Center, are "L.A.-N.Y.
-Drawings of the 1960s" and
"Prints: Processes and Media."
Hours are noon until 5 p.m. daily,
except Monday and Saturday.

listen to KUNM
90.1 Mcs.

The Raymond Jonson Art Gallery, 1909 Lomas NE, will be
closed until late October or early
November for construction of additional storerooms.

Definitions Bog Student Policy-making
By BARBARA STALLINGS
Collegiate Press Service

college-to-be at Old Westbury on
Long Island. Last January Samuel
Gould, chancellor of the SUNY
system, told the new college to
"review all the conventional ingredients such as admissions policies, grades, course systems, and
academic divisions, and to break
whatever barriers lie in the way."
To carry out this mandate the
college has ~100 million for buildings and a senior staff of eight
people. The president is Harris
Wofford, formerly a special assistant to President Kennedy and
most recently· associate director
of the Peace Corps.
5000 Expected
The college will eventually have
about 5000 students and consist of
several cluster colleges. It will
probably open in 1968 with a class
of about 100 who will continue to
plan the college. The first full
class will arrive in 1970.
Partly because of the Peace
Corps orientation of many of the
· staff members, the college will
stress experimental education.
Students will spend several semesters off campus and will be encouraged to spend a year "in the
world" between high school and
college. Many other experimental
ideas are also being considered.
In his statement, Gould also said
that students are to be "admitted
to full partnership in the academic
world" at Old Westbury.
7 Original Planners
Seven students arrived on the
campus in April to be part of the
planning staff for three and a half
months. They were from experimental colleges- Antioch, Goddard, San Francisco State, and
Berkeley. All were sophisticated
in the field of educational reform,
had done much thinking about education, and had been involved in
decision-making at their own universities.
From the beginning students
and staff clashed over the "full
partnership" clause. To President
Wofford this phrase meant that
students .have the right to try as
hard as they can to persuade the
decision-maker (Wofford) of the
value of their ideas.
Students Want Vote
"Partnership is neither a matter of ideas nor of votes, but of
responsible participation in many
forms in the dialogue that is making the college," Wolford said, adding that he had felt himself a
"full partner" both. of John Kennedy and Sargeant Shriver. To
the students full partnership
meant a vote on policy decisions.
The effect of this continning
conflict was to make the students
bitter and frustrated. Some felt
that they had been lured to the
college under false pretenses and
said they would not have come
had they known the actual situation.
In spite of their apparent lack
of power, the students did have
an effect on Old Westbury. Some
attempted to take part in specific
areas of planning. Donna Michaelson, who had helped start the Experimental College at San F.rancisco State, worked extens1vely
with the architects, and Ken Beck,

·OLD WESTBURY, N.Y.-The
onc·ePt that students should parin academic policy-makhas advanced to the stage
students have been invited
help plan a new college here.
But this experiment with stuconsultants i::; running into
pro!llems. The faculty and
want to hear stuideas and students want to
them, but they have had difcommunicating.
laririeJ~s Ordered Broken
The college is the newest branch
the State University of New
(SUNY), an experimental

Despite
fiendish torture
dynamic BiG Duo
me's rugged pair of
stick pens wins again
in unending war
against ball-point
skip, clog and smear.
Despite horrible
punishment by mad
scientists, BIC still
writes first time, every
time. And no wonder.
Pic's "Dyamite" Ball
is the hardest metal
made, encased in a
solid brass nose cone.
Will not skip, clog
or smear no matter
what devilish abuse
is devised for them
by sadistic students.
Get the dynamic
me Duo at your
campus store no''~·•

'91.:-Wj
WATERMAN·IIC PEN CORP.
MILFORD, CONN.

BUT-IF YOU MUSTLEARN and RELAX
with aTAPE RECORDER
CRAIG, SONY, AMPEX, ETC.

STEREO PHONOS
KLH, SCOTT, ETC.

COMPONENT SYSTEMS
GARRARD, SCOTT, KLH,
ELECTRO.YOICE, ETC.
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first time,
every time!

THAT YOU MUST
STUDY AGAIN

WESTE·RN
'REVIEW
ON ALBUQUERQUE: ''phy•ically like
50me primitive organi•m, an amoeba,
perhaps."
ON BIRTH CONTROL AND POVERTY:
"lm.positian of birth control by private
or public agencies, without regard to
cultural, religious, or moral cansidera•
lions, is anti"person, not anti·poverty/1
archbishop of Santa Fe. "The high
priests of the fertility cult need re-ed·
ucation." George Hagmaeier, C.P.S.,
St. Paul'• College.
ON SAcRED COWS IN EDUCATION:
''the auumption that the more education cauroes the better;" Max Rafferty;
coachM as teacher.; freshman English.
ON THE WAR AGAINST POVERTY:
"Assign job quotas to industry and
busineu to absorb the unemployed."Fioyd Hunter of the Social Science
Re!earch Corporation, Berkeley.
LINGUISTICS: "It Is hard tor mid·
die-aged man to admit that his language Is in some respects thirty years
out of date."
CA!OPS FOR LATIN AMERICA, "Research in arid fonds agriculture is
the key to progress in much of Latin
America and Africa; yet research remains non-existent."
ALSO ART BY PETI:R HURl>, SHORT
STORIES (ABBEY), POETRY, BOOk
REVIEWS. $1 at the Associated Students Bookstore and at aU Albuquerque book shops,
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Structure Stressed
"He explored the possibilities
of watercolors to a degree which
few artists have approached,"
Mrs. Duncan wrote. He was concerned with the structural aspects
of the bold, rugged landscape

U. Will Offer Course
In Driving, Car Care

Jonson Gallery

....................
0&&
.....

'

BIC Fine Point 25C

a returned Peace Corp!! Vqluhteer
from Goddard Colleg~, : helped
draft curriculum propo~~s;
Dialogue Useful
.
'
The students' m11.jor effect, however, came through the~ro participation in the "dialogue'' on the
college, acting as gadflies and
criticizing the ideas of the senior
staff.
"We hoped that these students
would start with us in intense
form the dialogue of discontent
stirring most of the best colleges
and universities. We have not
been disappointed; it has been a
meaningful exchange," ::Wofford
said.
Larry Resnick, one of the two
faculty members, also saw the
students playing a significant role.
"Their main effect was in reducing the number of requirements
we had been considering, creating
a more flexible curriculum," he
said.
Frustration Felt
The students, too, saw their effect in terms of the general dialogue. "Our influence on the general planning atmosphere has been
considerable," said Ralph Keyes,
former Antioch student body president, though the student consultants feel a great sense of frustration over their lack of direct
power to implement proposals.
In June a second group of student planners from the State University arrived for a three-week
workshop. These students had
little experience in the area of
educational reform, and the ideas
being considered at Old Westbury were new to them. In spite of
this difference, they, too, became
bitter and frustrated over the
"full partnership" promise. They
felt that they were being used for
public relations purposes and that
the 'Senior staff was paying no attention to their ideas.
Solutions Vary
To some extent this charge was
true. Many staff members felt
they had already heard "the student view" from the first seven
consultants. And, as one staff
member explained, "The students'
ideas reinforced rather than radically changed ours."
Neither the students nor the
senior staff were satisfied with
the experiment with student consultants, but each had a different
solution.
Senior staff members believe
that in the future students must
be given specific assignments instead of being allowed to be gad-..
fly generalists. "They have to be
willing to take the responsibility
for their recommendations," one
said. The students, on the oth~r
hand, felt that the answer lay m
their achieving voting power in
the decision-making process.
One of these assumptions will
be tested in the fall when several
new student consultants arrive on

campus. Each will be assigned to
w6rk with a senior staff member
·in ·in the fields of admissions, facultY recruitments, or high school
consulting.
Unfortunately Old Westbury
thus far has little advice to offer
other collegl)s on the use of student consultant~xcept that it
creates good publicity. The question of what role students can and
should play in the planning of a
new college was never answered.
There was no answer to such
questions as: Can a faculty or an
administration, however, "liberal,"
work with students on an equal
basis? What kind of students-experts or generalists, radicals or
conventional student leaders-best
voice student views? Should students be resident "specimens'' for
experimentation or are they to be

.
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DECISIVE

FM-AM RADIOS

A suit for getting things done
· · · Strong but subtle. In 100%
Wool plaid, Apple Green .. $50

PANASON IC, Kl.T, ETC.

STEREO TAPE$
~

20% SAVINGS PLAN

•t

Ill IUI1_1 Illllfi11111JIll AUTO CARTRIDGES

•

UNSELF-CONSCIOUS
One of those Easy trans-season
shifts, In which you might forget
what your're wearing-but nobody else wllff Blue or Green
Fortrei/Cotton ....... , .. $2~
THE VILLAGER
is an AMERICAN TRADITION

WHOLESALE NET PRICES
Just East of the University
Serving Students Since 1949

SOUND by
Open Fridays Until9:00

. , , .. , . , , , ..

JUST8
Near the University
MINUTES
3011 MONTE VISTA NE
.C~~ .t.h~•.Triqn,g,f';) . , , . , .~55-16?~. , • from CAMPUS

THE ONE BOOK YOU'LL USE FOR
ALL COURSES I
Save yourself from crippling errors in .reports and
theme writing. Save time and avoid the tedium of
correcting mistakes.
Equip yourself now with a permanent lifesaver by
buying the one desk dictionary that won't let you
down. It's Webster's Seventh New Collegiate- ,-e.
quwetl or ,-ecomm~ed by your English department..
This is the only Webster with the guidance you ne~d
in spelling and punctuation. It'!! the latest. It 10•
eludes 20,000 new words and new meanings.
Owning your own copy is much easier and avoids the
hazards of guessing. So pick up this new dictionary
now at the bookstore for just $6. 7S indexed. It will
still be a lifesaver ten years from now.

GET YOUR OWN COPY TODAY.

WEBSTER'S SEVENTH NEW COLLEGIATE
You'll recogaize if hy the bright red jaclcet.
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for those who are on the
gentle slopes.

Anglicans
Orthodox
Episcopalians

also warm enough
for two if the
• ar1ses
•
occas1on

Sunday Eucharists
7:30AM lO:OOAM 5:00PM
448 Ash N.E.
Fr. Crews, Chaplain
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THE COMPETITOR.

·Canterbury Chapel
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BULLETIN!
THE BOOK STORE IS NOW FEATURING

STEREO KITS
DYNA, SCOTT

real planners? Why should students be involved at all?
The stalemate at Old Westbury
is esp!!cially. discouraging because
the ideas being discussed there
and the people discussing them
are some of the most exciting in
education today, and much of the
vitality of the college is being
unnecessarily drained.
The debate over "full partnership'' is largely irrelevant. Students do have power, probably
more than in almost any other
university in the country.
actually can be persuaded.
Full partnership does become
relevant, though, when it so preoccupies people that they can do
nothing else but talk about it or
when they feel that their ideas
are so impotent that they might
as well not present them.
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Classes
Impersonal
in
Seen
Advantages
By NANCY HARDING
The Collegiate Press Service
BERKELEY, Calif.~ Elimination of large classes and colleges,
fewer computers, and more contact between teachers and individual students are often seen as
ways of making higher education
more "personal.''
But the real solution may be
keeping college programs flexible ·
enough to allow education to be
tailored to the needs of individual
students, In fact, big classes and
computers may be effective tools
in this process.
"The ideal educational system
is not one in which each student
has individual attention," says
Wilbert McKenzie, a University of
Michigan professor. Many students perform better if professo~
leave them alone, he adds.
Contact Questioned
Students benefit most from personal contact with the instructor if
they have low motivation, a factual orientation, a high level of
sociability, and a high need for
affiliation, McKeachie adds.
McKeachie was talking to 80
college presidents and deans at a
recent conference on personalizing
higher education sponsored by the
Western Interstate Commission
for Higher Education (WICHE)
and the University of California's
Center for Research and Development in Higher Education.
Bigness Not Harmful
As for big classes and univer-

sities, Ian Thompson, a WICHE
staff member j1.1st out of school,
said that students' awarenesl'! has
been extended to a global area by
the electronic era and that many
of them do not worry about the
impersonality caused by the size
of a college. "After all," he said,
"the smallest workable unit stu~
dents will deal with after graduation will be the world.''
Computers? John Caffrey, director of the Commission on Administration of the American
Council on Education, says they
"can be as personalizing as movable type and the printing press.''
Computers Beneficial
Computers can be used to reduce drudgery, speed up scheduling, instruct· students, review
and monitor records, and solve
problems beyond human capacity.
Best of all, Caffrey said, they can
free administrators to spend more
time With students.
"There is a sign on the door at
Stanford which says: 'The object
of computers is insight, not numbers;" Caffrey said.
Conference participants emphasized a flexible educational
system and cooperation among
students, faculty, and administrators as keys to personalizing
higher education.
Experiments Needed
A college must be willing to try
new ideas, sucli as breaking a university up into small cluster colleges and modernizing the currieulum to deal with current prob-

!ems pa~ticipants agreed.
M~Keachie put it this way:
"Giving students a wide choice between types ·of structures (per' sonal ~.authoritarian; lecture vs.
discussion classes) may be ~he
' only way to really. pe.rso~ahz~
·education in large. mstltutJOns. 1
As for cooperatiOn, students,
faculty, and administrators must
work together to radically refol'!'l
universities if they are to avOid
becoming obsolete, conference
delegates agreed.
Energy, Idealism Praised.
James P. Dixon, president of
Antioch College, praised. stu~ents'
"enormous energy !'nd h1g~ Ide.alism" as their mam contrJbUtion
to the work of pulling down the
system.
"Education is becoming wra~
ped up in creative custody and m
politics," Dixon said, "ra~her
than in the battles of humanJty."
He suggested the minority (administrators) should . serve the
majority (students), and that
both· should ·work together to
revolutionize the universities.
,.
Jiitnes Nixon, former stu~ent
body president of San !-"ranc_1sco
State College, ag1·eed WJth DJXon
on the need to involve studen~s,
;faculty:, and administrators m
change, thereby forging again an
academic community.
Change From Bottom
"The most important thing is to
remember that change cannot
come f1·om the top down, but it
has to come from the bottom,"

APO Serves, Has Fun
Students going to the Union
can take advantage of the coat
and book check service offered by
the Alpha Phi Omega service
fraternity from 9:30 a.m. to 5:30
p.m. Monday through Friday.
The fraternity, which is the
local affiliate of the National
Alpha Phi Omega service fraternity, operates the coat check in

Production in '68

• hf
AUdI•t•IODS JODIQ

For UNM Opera
Auditions for the two operas to
be presented in January by the
UNM Opera Workshop will be
held at 7 :30 tonight in the Choral
Room, M-1'7, of the Fine Arts
Center.
and
of the
faculty
and
Allmembers
interested
UNM
students
staff are invited to audition. Accompanists will not be provided.
The two operas, "The Medium"
and uThe Bishop of Brendisi,"
both by contemporary composer
Gian Carlo M:enotti, are scheduled for presentation Jan. 11, 12,
13 and 14. They will be fully
staged with costumes in the Recital Hall of the Fine Arts Center. Jane Snow, director of the
Opera Workshop, will have parts
available at the audition for all
voice classifications.

the lobby of the Union on a contract basis with the Union.
Serve As Guides
The APO, which has an active
membership of over 30 members,
also provides a number of services
for the campus and community.
They serve as guides for visitors
to the campus and work with the
. Dean of Men in providing tTans"
portation service at terminals for
incoming freshmen.
"Our main goal is to provide
service, but we also try to have a
lot of :run," said the fraternity's
president, Don Murphy.
The fraternity is open to any
UNM male student who feels that
he can offer a contribution to the
University and has the time to
help, Murphy said.
Sponsor Christmas Party
Other projects undertaken each
semester by the fraternity include

Nixon said. Nixon, who is one of
the founders of the Experimental
"college (one of the earlie'>t--:-and
most successful-free umversities), emphasized the need for
careful planning and the generating of guiding ideas before be• ginning.
But the gap between students
and other members of the academic world is one of the most
difficult things to eradicate. One
college president told Nixon; ''I
very much fear that the majority
of students are neither intelligent
nor articulate. We need more stu-

WELCOME
BACK
UNIVERSITY SHELL

.. . . .

P-RESENT

Four l:xC~tiAg ~eries of Film and
FfA~~~RLM

I. The PERFORMING''ARTS

SUBSCRIPTIONS:

STUDENTS $3.00
FACULTY $4.00

STUDENTS $1.00
FACULTY $2.00

OCTOBER 5-6

842-9148

Gold Bond Stamps

General Tires

Laurence Oiivier's

Rudolph Nureyev-Margot fonteyn

"OTHEllO"

IN NEW FULL LENGTH VERSION Of

"SWAN LAKE"

Too

JANUARY 6

NOVEMBER 29 & DECEMBER I
Lawrence Harvey's Production

presenting gifts and sponsoring
a party at the Las Lunas School
for Retarded Children 20 miles
south of Albuquerque.
·
Fraternity members also help
clean up the Coronado state monument in Bernalillo 15 miles north
of Albuquerque.
They ring the victory bell at
football games and place the luminaries throughout the campus for
the Homecoming Celebration.
To ~leet Thursday
Murphy said that any student
interested in joining APO, including those who are already members of Greek fraternities, should
attend the rush meeting Thursday
night in the Council Room of the
Union at '7 :30 p.m.
Persons not able to attend the
meeting sJ-....uld contact the fraternity at the Union coat check
booth.

"THE WINTER'S TALE"

WELCOME BACK
TO

THE CAMPUS

"LA BOHEME"
LA SCALA OPERA
PRODUCTION

SUITS
SPORTCOATS
SWEATERS
SHIRTS
PERMANENT PRESS
SLACKS
ACCESSORIES

Albuquerque's

SUBSCRIPTIONS:

, ·;,f,;:

m p~

at

7:~0 P.M.

SEPTEMBER 28

Gene Wianco-11 Mysteries of the Balkan World ..
NOVEMBER 15

Lowell Thomas Jr.-11 Destination-South Pacific"
JANUARY 19

Cliff Kamen-"The Philippines..
FEBRUARY 23

Ed Lark-"lsrae\-Rebirth of a Nation"

APRIL 5
MARCH 8

11

HAROLD LLOYD'S HILARIOUS COLLECTION FROM SILENT FILMS

"THE FUNNY SIDE OF LIFE"
INCLUDING

..THE FRESHMAN..

Ill. ARS MUSICA

Stanton Waterman- 3000 Years Under the Sea''

CHAMBER SERIES

FOUR INTERNATIONALLY PROMINENT STRING ENSEMBLES JOIN TO
MAKE A SPLENDID SERIES FOR THOSE WHO LOVE GREAT MUSIC.

WARSAW QUINTET

IV. EXPERIMENTAL FILM SERIES
FROM THE NEW CINEMA AND THE UNDERGROUND
JANUS FILMS PRESENTS

A SCIENCE FICTION SATIRE

THE ARCTURUS COLLECTION Of
BRILLIANT SHORT FILMS

CHIGIANO SEXTET

OCTOBER 31

DECEMBER 19

JANUARY 4

7:00 AND 9:00P.M.

7:00 AND 9:00P.M.

A Collection

SESTETTO CONCERTANTE IN .A MAJOR . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 80CCHERINI
SEXTET FOR STRINGS • . . . . . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . MARTINU
SEXTET IN A MAJOR . • . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . DVORAK

JANUS FILMS PRESENTS

JONAS MEKA'S

hag'gle/hag-el/vb.

Of Unusual

ZAGREB QUARTET

PROGRAM II

THE BRIG

2. to annoy ar exhaust
with wrangling

Experimental

JANUARY 25

THE ARCTURUS COLLECTION

!Webster's Collegiate Ed.)

Films

QUARTEr IN A MAJOR . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . JARVONIC
QUARTET IN E FLAT MAJOR .. , .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . SCHUBERT
QUARTEr NO. 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . BARTOK

JANUARY 5

MARCH 28

7:00 AND 9:00P.M.

7:00 AND 9:00 P.M.

Every Saturday

At Midnight

We Will Present

.''•"

Which Have.
.

I

•l'

:.

•

·.

'•

3124 CENTRAL EAST

· Turn Out To Turn On To This Series

Prices vary according
to haggling ability

OPEN DAILY TILL 6:00 PM
FRIDAYS TILL .9:00 PM

This Week Featuring Andy Warhol's"KISS"
Additional Weekly E'pisodes of the serial "THE PHANTOM

BLACKJACK'S
CENTRAL PAWN

CREEPS"

Wh~~· ~qggllng It fl,radl~ dally
~

~-~.

f

~

ll ,,

J2"1'

(

'

'

'

'

< '

'.
'

'

I

I

> '

~ e

QUARTET IN F MAJOR .. . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . .. . . . .. .. . • . MOZART
QUARTET, OP. 92 NO. 2 . . . . .. . . . . . .. . .. .. . .. . . .. . .. . . PROKOFIEV
QUARTET, OP. 132 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . BEETHOVEN

ALL PROGRAMS AT 8:15 P.M.
SUBSCRIPnONS (4 ADMISSIONS GOOD ANY DATE) NOW AVAILABLE AT CONCERT
HAlL BOX OFFICE .
STUDENT5-$3.00
FACULTV---$6.00
o

PHONE 255-2684

200 Central SE

il •

..

.....

A FILMING OF THE SENSATIONAL

STAGE PLAY

'-.,,._

MARCH 23

Movie Goers Around The Country

Players 12.00 up-

QUINTEr .•.•.•.•...•............ , •.•..••..... , . . . . BRACEWICZ
QUINTET IN E FLAT MAJOR •.....•....•.•.•........... SCHUMANN
QUINTEr IN F MINOR . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • BRAHMS

PRAGUE QUARTET

Received By

Record

,.

. -·

Been Well

Radios-1.95 up-

·'

•'

NOVEMBER 6

-:'

SUBSCRIPTIONS NOW ON SALE AT
TABLE IN STUDENT UNION, BENEFIT Of
INTERNATIONAL CLUB
AND AT CONCERT HALL BOXOFFICE
FIVE ADMISSIONS GOOD ANYTIME

PROGRAM I

Film Club

,.,,,
>\·;,_:
. '"<,

FACULTY $4.00

THE SINS OF THE
FLESHAPOIDS

First Far Out

:,~:;;'

:.

-K~~-------=

All FILMS TWO SHOWINGS NIGHRY BEGINNING AT 7:00 P.M.

THE TRADITIONAL LOOK IN

·~~

TRAVEL-ADVENTURE FILM LECTURES
STUDENTS $3.00

NOVEMBER 9

THE INCOMPARABLE

OPEN 24 HOURS

Music,~.

II. IT'S AWIDE WIDE WORLD

SINGLE ADMISSIONS:

2720 Central S.E.

lf~~===~~======-~iiiiiiiiliiiiliiiil~iiiiliiii,

HAGGLING IS NOT
DEAD

'J'~.

·CiAUocJtdeJ.

(If AVAILABLE) . .

.:_:.;~-~

~

CO CERTHALL

d!lnts like you.'' He said Nixon
showed the qualities of an administrator, rather than those of a
student.
LaUer, another college president demonstrated the student•
administration gap. He looked at
the lounging students and hippies
on Telegraph Avenue, near the
Berkeley campus, and said, "They
should all be sent to the front in
Viet Nam.''
,..
'

Patronize
Lobo Advertisers
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J

SUBSCRIPTIONS (FOUR ADMISSIONS GOOD ANY TIME)
NOW AVAILABLE AT CONCERT HALL BOX OFFICE
STUDENTS $3.00
FACULTY $4.00

TICKETS FOR ALL FOUR SERIES NOW AVAILABLE AT
CONCERT HALL BOX OFFICE-TEL. 277-3121
.. ... . . :OPEN 9:00 A~M:.-4:30 ~P:.M;:,MON. THRU FRI •....
ik ..

,...::.:.·
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Hopeful Lobos Open Season Saturday

By NOOLEY REINHEARDT
The UNM football team will
put its hopes on a new offense,
four new coaches, and a handful
of experienced players when the
Lobos open the 1968 campaign
J!,ere Satua-day night against
Idaho Stllte of the Big Sky Con~
ference. Game time is 8 p.m.
The contest is virtually a must
game for Coach Bill Weeks and
his 58-man squad, In two years
New Mexico has won only five
and has lost the last eight
,,,games
.
ma row.
Weeks has gone to the pro~style
I formation to give the Lobo a~
tack more versatility, particularly
in the passing game. In the past
New Mexico used the now outdated wing-T. Changes have also
been made to stiffen the Wolfpack defense.

the spring game against the
alumni.
Before injuring a knee, the
Baylor University transfer hit
four of six pass attempts for 38
yards. He too is a junior and is
from Albuquerque's Highland
High.
Vallez, the top pass receiver
last season, is back to start at
tight end. The 6'2", 210-pound
senior from Belen set three
school records last year, playing
in eight of the 10 games.
Seiders Sidelined
Split end Sherman Seiders, who
caught 27 passes a year ago and

to have much more speed at all also be the season opener for the
positions. Weeks expects this to Idaho
State Bengals who were
be a major asset in the New 3-7 last year. The Lobos were 2-8
Mexico attack. .
and 3-7 in 1965.
'l'he Lobos aren't exceptionally
Idaho State is facing what it
big this year. The offensive line calls
its "roughest schedule in
averages 213 pounds and the back- history,"
but the Lobos are the
field 174. On defense the line only established
collegiate athaverages 211 and the secondary letic power the Bengals will face.
175 pounds.
The Lobos couldn't have picked
Smith, Hennington Strong
a better opener to build morale
The strongest point on the team and become accustomed to the
could be the defensive line with new offense and the altered
tackles Smith and co-captain Rex defense. The key to a Lobo vicHennington anchoring the front tory will be stopping Idaho quarfour. Letterman Mike Rucks and terback Bill Ingram.
Ken Warren will be at defensive
Ingram Holds Record
end slots.
Last year Ingram gained 1188
A pair of senior lettermen, Joe
Ca~ms and Joe Presente, have
yards to set a new school record.
plenty of speed in the defensive His favorite target was split end
secondary, as well as experience. Bob Odom who grabbed 21 passes,
They are small, but their speed
The Lobos are heavy favorites
should help them a great deal in to turn the game into a practice
tight situations.
session with the Idaho State
Weeks thinks that perhaps the
defensive secondary is the most
improved area on the squad.
Bengals Open Season
.,._
The Saturday night game will

Optimistic But Cautious
The coaching staff and most of
the players are optimistic. about
the opening game and the entire
season. But it is a very cautious
optimism.
,
Already the Lobos have lost
co-captain Jim Boller for the first
game and probably the season.
Boiler, a senior linebacker, reinjured a nerve in his neck and
•..,.has been scratched from the
roster.
Voted the top defensive player
in '66, Boiler was to be one of the
mainstays of the Lobo defense
which was almost non-existent a
year ago.
Injuries Could End Hope
Both eXperience and depth will
be a major problem for New
Mexico and many injuries could
ruin all hope for a winning season. On the roster are 25 lettermen and 30 players who have
never played a varsity game, including 17 players up from last
year's 2-2 freshman team.
Quarterback Rick Beitler, who
ran the Lobo attack last year, is
back, but will probably have to
. share the signal-calling duties
.- with transfer Terry Stone.
Both quarterbacks had a good
night in the Wolfpack's first
full contact scrimmage Saturday
night at University Stadium, The
starter against Idaho State is
indefinite, but both will probably
see much action.
Beitler Holds WAC Mark
As a sophomore in '66, Beitler
set seven school records, including
an 89-yard touchdown strike to
end Emilio Vallez for a Western
Athletic Conference mark. Stone's
only varsity eXperience came in

led. the team in scoring with 33
points, will not be able to start
at that position because of an
injury. However, he will be able
to handle the extra point and field
goal kicking duties. The coaching
staff hopes he will be ready for
full action by mid-season.
Besides Vallez, the Lobos' other
top prospect for pos~season bon.
ors is Paul Smith. He is a 237pound defensive tackle from Roswell. Both he and Vallez reported
to practice in near-perfect condition after six-month stints in the.
National Guard.
Romans, Bookert Top Runners
It looks to be junior letterman
Ron Romans and juco transfer
David Bookert leading the Lobo
running attack-at least in the
early games of the season. Carl
Jackson and Carl Bradford, the
1966 leading rushers, ended their
careers as Lobos last year.
Romans is a 5'10", 172-pound
tailback from Newbury Park,
Calif. _Bookert, a speedy sophomore from Hobbs who spent last
year at Cisco (Texas) Junior
College, is 6'3", and weighed in
at 190.
One thing that the Lobos have
lacked the past two seasons is
speed. This year the squad seems

Lobo Coach Bill Weeks thinks
more people wi]] be throwing
from their own 10 or 15-yard lines
this year. "They want to get the
ball out of there one way or another," he said, referring to the
danger of the long punt return
under the new NCAA rule. "If
we can't get it out any other way,
we might as well take a chance."

* * ..

Utah's excellent guard Norman
Chow: "I feel we have the potential to have a great team. All we
need is a little work." Utah coach
Mike Giddings: "We'll see that
you get plenty of work.''

1m

SPORTS NOTES
UNM has selected co-captains
for the 1967 season, a change from
past patterns by CoQch Bill Weeks.
The new co-captains are seniors

bunch. But if the Lobos falter in
the opener, it could be another
one of those years.

OFFENSIVE TWO-DEEP
'.I'E-,Bo Emilio Vallez, 85 Nann Kreuter
?."1'-1;o Steve Avery

TG-73 Paul Vasquez, 62 Greg Saraovc~
G-55 Dennis Mar:r, 50 Tim Scanlon
SG-66 :rerry Pollard, 64 Ron Heyer
TS--79 Woody Jones, 78 Eddie Segeara
SE-32 Bob Blake, 83 Sbruman Seiders
Wll---47 Aee Hendricks, 40 Bob Fowler
TB-25 Ron Romans, 44 David Bc!okert
QB-16 Rick Beitler. 15 Terry Stone
FB-37 John Paut.;cb 1'30 .Rick~

DEFENSIVE TWO-DEEP
LE--67 Hike Rucks, 69 Ron Manno!!
LT-70 Paul Smith, 72 Buzz Esmiol
RT-74 Re:l; Heningtou, 81 Don Silver
RE--87 Ken Wam:n. 76 Dan Silver
MB-86 Paul Skubic
LB-36 Frank V ainisi, 88 Ed Ostrowski
R-84 Dave Harris, 17 Scott Oliver
LC-26 Rick Hattb..,, 23 Tim Lewis
RH-45 Joe Pl-esente, 21 AI Hraeek
ss-u Joe Casas, .24 Frank Martinez
S-12 Randy Muerich, 28 Kevin Smith
Two-deep subject to chang., _by opening

ll&llle.

.

Phone
247·0836

'

...

'

8 a.m._, 8 p.m. OR

Until you finish

JUNIOR QUARTERUACK RICK BEITLER (No. 16 above) is
shown io aetion here last year on his way to setting seven school
records. One of his passes, an 89-yard strike to Emilio Vallez, was
also a Western Athletic Conference 111ark. Terry Stone, right, a
transfer from Baylor University, is expeeted to alternate and
duel with Beitler for the starting job, Beitler is a 6'·7", 174-pound
letterman from Durango, Colo. Stone, 6'·1", 190, is a product of
Albuquerque's Highland High. Both are expected to see action in
the season opener here Saturday night,

lEVI'S. STA-PRESr
1Jffi0~[lli[]JJ[Jg)

never need ironing

cor~ operated & prof'essiortaf
servicec; available-

ATTENDANT ALWAVS ON DUTV
!:ass acce.ss

off stme.t.
t:oark:.Tn,g

NoR.nl

AIR.

COOLEO

listen to KUNM

•• •

Drive In

Central at University

Get
that
cool,
unruffled
look!

SEPT. 15 6 P.M.-2 A.M. NIGHTLY

1. Beef, Chicken, Shrimp and Ham Dinners

OF THE

2. Eight Varieties of Hamburgers

Hide-N-Seek Room

3. Five Kinds of Hot Dogs

4. And Many Types of Snacks

DOWNSTAIRS

We Cater for Parties, Picnics or whatever the Occasion
ON CAMPUS ••• IN THE CLASSROOM
LEVI'S STA~PREST LEADS THE CLASS

'from classroom to week-end dare

Open From

11 a.m. to 11 p.m.

Woodrll//-flllilm
2904 Central s.E.
frHPa!Utg
Reclr EntraiiCII

Friday & Saturday
11 a.m. to 1 a.m.

ANNOUNCES THE

RE-OPENING

A Tempting Variety of Lunch and Dinner Items

Fashions that match

SPRITE, SO TART MiD
TINGLING, WE
JUst COULDN'T KEEP
IT QUIET.

90.1 Mcs.

Arizona head football coach
Darrell Mudra isn't the least reluctant in assessing his Wildcats'
chances in 1967. "We're going to
be a lot better football team than
anybody
realizes,"
proclaims
Mudra.

FASHIONS

Social-life majors, take a
look at Charles 1Jan der
Hoff. He can' t play the
guitar. Never directed
an underground
movie. And then
look at his ears!
A bit much? Yes!
But--Charles Van
der Hoff can hear
a bottle of tart,
tingling Sprite
being opened in the
girls' dormitory
from across the
campus!
What does it
matter, you say?
Hah I ~Dq you realize
that Charles Van
der Hoff bas never
missed a party
in four years?
When he hears
those bottles
or Sprite being uncapped--the roars--the
fizzes--the bubbles--be runs! So before you
can say anti-existentialism, he's getting in
on that tart, tingling, slightly tickling taste of
Sprite. And delicious refreshment
--as well as a good time--is his.
or course,, you don't have to
have ears as big as Charles Van
der Hoff's to enjoy the swinging
taste of Sprite. You may
just have to resign
yourself to a little
less social life •

.r.•r.

1

WOODY~

Rex Hennington, a 6'1", 227-pound
defensive tackle from Belen, and
.Jim Boller, 5'9", 205-pound linebacker from Corpus Christi, Tex.

Don't laugh at
Charles Van der Hoff's
big ears. He can hear
a party a mile away,
thanks to Sprite.

Tentative Tw~Deep- Lobo
Lioe-lJp

•..-ittiu NORGE
l~~QUIPPED
CAMPUS LAUNDRY
& eLEANJNG
2106 CENTRAL S,t:.
..

Sport
Notes
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COOPERS features a c:omplete selection of these famous
no-iron slacks in all the new fall colors and fabrics.
You'll also flnd a wide variety of Mr. levi Sta-Prest slacks
to size 42 waist. Stop in ... look 'em over.

• LIVE
ENTERTAINMENT

•INTIMATE
• DANCING

• PITCHERS

1717 CENTRAL NE

MUGS

Phone 213-5389

SCHLITZ
IS OUR
DRAFT BEER

ALBUQUERQUE

WALK IN- CALL IN

-

WESTER~ & CASUAL WEAR
WINROCK CENTER

Must Have Proper I.D.
·21 Yrs. or-Older

,,

,,

Wyoming Favored in WAC
Editor's note: This is a lwk at · two main problems facing offendefending Western Athletic Con- sive line coach Bill Baker: lack of
ference football champion Wyo- overall depth and inexperience at
·
ming from Bill Young, the Sports center.
Two all-WAC first team choices,
Information Director at Wyoming. The Cowboys won the 1966 tight tackle Mike LaHood (230)
Sun Bowl over Florida State and and split guard Dave Rupp (190),
are ranked in the top 2_. teams in led the returning lettermen who
pre-season polls this year. They fill every position but the critical
are also heavy favorites to re. center spot. Starters also back
are tight end Joe Cassidy (204),
peat as WAC champion.
split tackle Glen Lybarger (235)
LARAMIE - Wyoming's run- and tight guard George Mills
ning attack should b:! as rough- (205). Other lettermen are split
shod as ever despite an injury to ends Gene Huey (172) and Denveteran fullback Tom Williams.
nis Devlin (201), both of whom
Williams, 5' 11", 200, suffered a also will alternate in the defensive
severe knee twist in a short scrim- secondary, and tight tackle Byra
age session Sept. 2 and will be out ·Kite (224), who was shifted from
for an indefinite period.
the defensive unit in the spring.
But Cowboy coach Lloyd Eaton Speed Is Above Average
has a stable of fine running backs
Wyoming's offensive line, then,
that should take up the slack until has experienced men at every
Williams returns to the lineup.
position except cente~ wher~ a
Heading the list is 1967 co-cap- fine-looking sophomore IS working.
tain and All-American tailback Back-up help is inexperienced, but
candidate Jim Kiick, 5' 11", 211, talented. Overall speed is above
who is a two-time all-Western average.
Athletic Conference choice. The
"We could have a pretty salty
other hard runners are junior bunch," Coach Baker allows, "but
Dave Hampton, 6', 200 pounds, believe me, those sophomores need
who was playing both tailback to grow up in a hurry. This year's
and fullback and will now take WAC race could be one of the
over fullback assignments exclu- toughest in years. We had better
sively· sophomore Joe Williams be ready up front.''
·
(no ~elation to Tom) 6', 192
A near airtight defensive secpounds, who will alternate with ondary was one of the most imKiick at tailback, and Joe De- portant factors in the success of
Sarro, 5' 6", 175, vest-pocket let- Wyoming's 1966 football season.
terman fullback.
One half of the stingy deep four
Kiick Led Rushing
that set one school record and
Kiick and Hampton finished came close to another returns to
one-two in the rushing derby last help defend the Cowboy's Westyear, with Kiick leading the Pokes ern Athletic Conference title.
aground for the second straight
But more important, the reseason. Jim netted 597 yards in placements for the missing half
145 carries for a fine 4.1 average, are lettermen who received plenty
while Dave pounded for 384 yards of game experience last fall.
in 88 trips for a 4.4 average.
All-WAC first team halfbacks
DeSano, a good tackler and Vie Washington (180) and Dick
blocker, earned his first letter last Speights (168) return tor their
season as a member of the spe- second and third year of competicialty teams. He ,has good speed tion respectively. Front line safeon his compressed frame-and ties are Jim Stankus (201) and
he's probably the smallest full- Dennis Devlin (201) who are reback in the league.
placing Ed Friehlich, who gradJoe Williams was held out last uated, and Paul Toscano, who now
year, and the season of schooling is the offensive quarterback.
paid off. He led all the rushers
First replacement will be letterin the two spring games, netting man Gene Huey (172) who will
96 yards on 32 trips, running with swing both at safety and halfgood speed and authority.
back. A junior, Huey also will
Offensive Is Key
play offensive split end, making
One of the key factors in Wyo- him a most valuable member of
ming's bid for a second straight the '67 squad.
Second replacement probably
Western Athletic Conference
championship is the Cowboy's of- will be sophomore Jim Keen
(176), a converted quarterback
fensive line.
Eight lettermen from last
year's unit that helped push Wyoming to 12th nationally in total
offense return this fall. These
veterans will partially offset the
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:

who also will play both safety
and halfback.
21 Intercepted
Between them Washington and
Speights foiled nearly half of the
enemy passes that misfired: they
either knocked down or intercepted 46 of the 102 passes the opposition missed. Vic, with :09,7
speed deflected a team high of 22
pass~ and intercepted three
others. Speights tied for the team
lead in interceptions with six and
shot down 15 other aerials. All
told the Pokes intercepted 21
passes, two shy of the school record but returned them 270 yards,
a r:ew Wyoming high.
Washington led the nation in
punt returns with 443 yards in
34 trips, both new WAC records.
Two returns went all the way, 54
yards against Wichita and 55
aaginst UTEP. He also paced ~he·
Pokes in kickoff returns With
seven for 234 yards, and the final
return of the year was for 95
yards and a touchdown that scuttled Brigham Young, 47-14, in the
WAC title game in Provo.
Defensive Tries Hard
When you're number one in the
nation, you have to try twice as
hard to stay on top, Hertz and
Avis ads to the contrary.
That's the theory anyway of
Wyoming assistant football. coach
Fritz Shurmur whose defensive
unit .last year was the first in the
country in rushing defense with
a 38.5-yard average that also set
a new record in the Western Athletic Conference.
The Cowboy's "front seven"
(the five linemen and two line
backers) allowed enemy rushers
but 385 yards in the 10 regular
season games, and threw Florida
State's runners for a minus-21
yards aground to help fashion the
28-20 victory in the Sun Bowl.
On two occasions during the regular season, Shurmur's aggressive unit held the opposition to
minus yardage: -85 for Wichita
and -31 for UTEP.
Four Missing
Four members of the 1966 unit
are missing as the Pokes prepare
to open defense of their WAC
championship-end Tom Frazier,
tackle Ron Billingsley and middle guard Jerry Durling (all three

EW
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all-wAC first teamers) and linebacker Tom Gernentz, an honorable mention choice,
The three returnees are all seasoned veterans with two letters

listen to KUNM
90.1 Mcs.
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New ·fexico has only a short
breatlh 1 this Saturday before
jumpi
'nto the Western Athlctic
ference football race
Sept.
·~ainst an always-tough
Brigh
•ung University squad
at Pro ,, .Jtah.
Nev.
'Cico is a strong favorite
over r
State here Saturday
night,
;-om then on the Lobos
take (
underdog role. That is,
every•
'onsiders New Mexico
an U"
•g except the players
and '
'J't,
ule includes a regionally
J game by ABC here
N{l
uinst Wyoming. Last
YE~:
romped past UNM
he
, a televised game.
·ing is Oct. 14 against
Ar
ate. There are six Lobo
hor;
·us. The comt~lete sehedulr
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WELCOME BACK
UNM STUDENTS

New Mexico, showing only occasional sparks of potential,
scrambled past Idaho State University 24-3 here Saturday
night in the season opener for both teams.
The win for the Lobos broke an eight-game losing streak
and was their sixth in the last 21 outings.
Joe Casas, a running back turned defensive back, opened
the way for the Lobo victory with a 96-yard kickoff return
for a touchdown with 4 minutes and 13 seconds left in the
first half.
Moments before Casas's picture-book run up the middle,
A NEW LOOK in Lobo operations, namely the stressing of an nerial attack instead of the running
Idaho State had tied the
oal b
ailing Sherman
game, is displayed by quarterback Terry Stone (right) as he sails a pass over the heads of a horde of
score at 3-3. The Lobos got on Sg 'd
y
Idaho State defenders. Stone and Rick Beitler went to the air repeatedly as the Lobos stiOed Idaho
b d fi t 'th
39
e1 ers.
State 24-3 in the opening game of the 1967 football season Saturday night at University Stadium.
score oar
rs WI a
The Lobo defense held the
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d_s_e_c_on_d__q_u_a_rt__er__fi_e_Id Bengals to the lone three
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Hanging Ashtrays
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Hanging Lanterns
PLUS
ManyO:her
Selections

By CHUCK REYNOLDS
The 1967 fall semester has
been marked al'Ound the country
as a semester of innovation and
optimism by educators and the
press, with student-selected curriculum, pass-fail classes, and
many other progressive developments.
Although few people may realize it, UNM is not only in the
mainstream of these developments but, with the organization
and implementation of the new

SpOOFER SHOP
2404 Central Ave.
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By GREG MACALEESE
Five buildings, amounting to a
cost of 5.5 million dollars, will be
built on the UNM campus this
year, the offiee of Van Deren
Hooker, UNM school architect,
reported last week.
The new construction will include additions to the chemistry
complex and the heating plant,
modem dormitories, a car repaiJ.<
center, and a studio building for
KUNM, the campus FM J.<adio
station.
Of the :four buildings that un-

277·4102.

FULL TIME-PART TIME
Girls over 18 for New Line: New Train·
ing: Extra. high pay: Can be supervisor
in 2 months. Minimum pay $100, per
month. Call: D'Amico Enterprises, 25o4541. 9/13, 18, 20.

SERVICES
TYPING done at home. Experienced term
paper!l. Call Kathy Hopkin. 265-4072.
FOR RENT
THE COLLEGE INN still has some accommodations avnifbale.. 20 meals a week,
maid & linen service, color TV. swim•
mlng pool, laundry facilities, private
parking, . walking distance to campus.
MOderately priced. 303 Ash NE. Phone
243-2881.
BOOM&BOABD
THE COLLEGE INN still has some aecommodations available. 20 meala a week,
maid & Unen service, color TV, swimming pool, laundry fiiAlillties, private
parking, walking distance to campus.
Moderately priced, 303 Aeh NE. Phone
243-2881.
MISCELLANEOUS
l'HE COLLEGE INN still has some aecommodations available, 20 meals a week,
maid & linen ilerviee, color TV, awilnmlng pool, laundry :tacllltles, private
parking, walking distanee to C&mPWJ.
Moderately priced. 303 Ash NE. Phone
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Do You Need Money?
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It was. awful. At the beach, people kicked sand in my
face. Girls .laughed and called me "Bones." I had
forgotten the cardinal rule of Beachmanship: ''When
you're out of Schlitz, you're out of beer!'
I still weigh 97, but Golw Ned, have things changed.
The guys hang around like real _pals. Tile girls rub
. suntan lotion on my back and call me "Rock."
, ,.
,
.. ~t hap,P.8ned? .SQ~t~, th11t~lf w:h~t ~l?pe.ned. · ~ !' ·.
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I was a 97-pound weakling ...
and out of Schlitz
·

Malee $100 a month or more lit your
&paf!t time. For an EXCinNG OP·
POR'I1JNitY' call 842·1493 NfwMn
2-4 p.m. or 7·9 p.m., Wed., 'rh11re.,
or Frl~ ·
·

for the course, edited by Carl and "The New Morality.''
Selinger and published by UNM,
A long list of other significant
includes such authors as Robert topics follows these, and, as the
Kennedy, William Fullbright, text's cover indicates, "of course
Russel Baker, and James A. Pike. Henry the Horse dances the
The anthology (271 pages) waltz.'' (Shades of Billy Shears.)
could very possibly become naJunior and senior students in
tionally popular for use as a text the General Honors Program will
or for general reading.
supplement' the cour1e by «ll)nThe claBB, which will be attend- dueting diseWlllion leuion• in the
ed by approximately 400 fre8h- Honors Center with smaller nummen for the first .semester only, bers of freshmen.
will cover a wide variety of
If the course ean be charactertopics, including "Youth in Amerized
by a single word, it must be
ican Society/' "Race Relations,"
"confidence.'' The all-pan course
(no entering student ean fail)
presumes a great deal of confidence in the participants. The only
obligations assumed by the students are to attend classes and
do the readings.
No demands or pressures are
annexed to the class by exams or
fear of failing grades. The greatest demand on the students will
struction on the building has be to digest the tremendously imbeen completed and it will be in- portant and relevant readings and
spected within the month, al- to become stimulated to continue
though, it is not scheduled for their awareness after the course
occupation until 1968.
Used For Research
The new structure will be used
primarily for faculty research
and will also have a complete
wing of teaching laboratories.
16 Months From Completion
The Engineering Center, which
is 16 months away :from completion, will supply the department
with much needed classroom space
and faculty offices. It will cost
some $2,500,000.
Although the Uni-versity is
planning to begin construction on
its south campus in the future,
all five buildings to be constructed this year will be located on
the north campus.

~engal

quarterback Bill Ingra~J.

also found the mark several times
with on-the-dot ·puses, only to
llave hi. receiver drop the ball,
alter having the Lobo defender
beaten b.v tJJree or. four steps.
One of the bright spots for the
unpolished UNM attaclc is taUback David Bookert, a junior college tranafer. Of the 84 yards
(net) that the . Wollpack gained
on the ground the former Hobbs
High star picked up 73 of them.
The 6'-3", 190-pound junior carried the ball 19, timea and gained
94 yards while losing only one •
The top ball-carrier returning
from 1966, Ron Romans, carried
only twice for 'llix yards.
17,000 Fans Watch Victory
Over 17,000 fans tumed out
to watch the duel for the quarter~,~
back slot between junior letter-

The Juggler

GIRLS!

···~~····~·8:00p.m.

•lva State

Oct.

derwent construction during the
1966-67 school year, only one, the
addition to the biology building,
will be occupied this fall. The new
addition cost $1,720,000 and will
give the biology department more
classroom and laboratory space.
It will also provide the faculty
with research facilities.
Most expensive of the new
buildings is the Medical Science
Complex, located on Lomas Boulevard across from the Bernalillo
County Indian Hospital, which
will cost over $4,500,000. Con-

243-2881.

Idaho State

Utah

experimental course ID 111, UNM
is showing important leadership
in the area ·of enlightened education.
·
ID (short for Interdepartmental) 111 is the restult of the efforts of several individuals, primarily Law Professor Carl Selinger and Education Dean Chester Travelstead. The courae is
subtitled "Introduction to Contemporary American Thought.''
When the course's organizers
say "contemporary" they mean
"contemporary.'' The major text

Cost: of Five New Buildi.igs
To Tota-l Over $5 Million

..• ·-~·;~·:·:~... ·:·-~·- ~·::.: :--.:.~.. ~--:-~·:~-,:~·-::·-·;-··'. ::~:?t
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points, but no one was quite sure
how. The lightly regarded Idaho
State bunch, playing one of the
few major college teams on their
schedule, often pushed the Lobo~
aside almost at will.
At one point the visitors gained
over 110 yards in three plays, only
to have two of the plays, good for
over 80 yards, called back because
of penalties.
Bengal Receivers Mulrecl Throw•

UNM Shows Leadership With ID lll
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4 Une ad., 65¢-4 tilnes, $2.00. Insertions
must be submitted by noon on day before
publication to Boom 11>9, Student Publieations Building, or telephone 277-4002 or
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Lobos Foce BYU,
Open League Play
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THE NEW STUDENT HEALTH C~~TE!l, currently .under con·
strudion at a proposed cost of $1 mdhon 1s scheduled for occupa·
tion in 1968. Located adjacent to ~ohn~on Gymnasium, ~h.e cen~er
will also be the home of the Umvcrs1ty College adm1mstratmn
offices. (Pho~ by Noland)
·~~
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The Juggler, UNM's humorfeature magazine, is accepting
applications for staff positions
in Room 157 in the student publications wing of the journalism
building. The maga:~;ine, an Associated Students publication,
has ot~enings in its advet•tising,
circulation, and editorial departments.
Ca1•toonists, photographers and
writers of humor, satire and parody are also being sought, accordlug to manager Ron Bell. The
magazine's first deadline is Oct.
16.
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REMNANTS OF LAST Spring's Gentle Thursday greeted some
13,000 returning UNM students and ~ntering freshm_en as they
arrived on eampus last week. The pamted Ooral des1gns accent
the sidewalks of the Union mall. In apite of the beauty the Ooral
designs are supposed to lend to the campus, . the maintenance
people may have sometlting else to say: ,CPh~to b~ Nolallcl)
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